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To:  Planning Board 
From:  Jeff Brubaker, AICP, Town Planner 
Cc:  Jane E. and John C. Fantry, Applicants 
 Christen and Jennifer Wilber, Property Owners 

Shelly Bishop, Code Enforcement Officer 
 Kim Tackett, Land Use Administrative Assistant 
Date:  July 31, 2023 (report date) 

August 1, 2023 (meeting date) 
Re:  PB23-14: 41 Rogers Point Dr. (Map 32/Lot 2): Shoreland Zoning Permit Application 

(Request for Planning Board Re-Approval) – Replace and expand existing nonconforming 
residential structures 

 

Overview 

Applicants seek re-approval of a Shoreland Zoning Permit Application approved on December 15, 
2020, under case PB20-19. The current owner received that approval but is now under contract to sell 
the property to the applicants. 

Shoreland zoning permits expire after one year with no substantial start to construction, and one year 
after substantial start if construction is not completed (44-45). The permit in PB20-19 has thus expired. 

Application Details/Checklist Documentation 
 Address:  41 Rogers Point Dr. 
 Map/Lot:  32/2 
 Zoning:  Suburban 
 Shoreland Zoning:  Resource Protection, Limited Residential 
 Owner Name:  Christen and Jennifer Wilber 
 Applicant Name:  Jane E. and John C. Fantry 
 Proposed Project:  Re-approval: replace existing residential structure, expand 

footprint 
 Application Received by 

Staff:  May 23, 2023 
Application Fee Paid and Date:  TBD 
Application Sent to Staff 
Reviewers:  

Not yet sent 

 Application Heard by PB 
Found Complete by PB  

August 1, 2023 (scheduled) 
TBD 

Site Walk TBD 
Site Walk Publication TBD 
Public Hearing  TBD 
Public Hearing Publication TBD 
 Reason for PB Review:  Shoreland Zoning Permit Application 
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In summary of PB20-19 (Notice of Decision in your packet), the then-applicant and current owner 
sought to demolish a seasonal residence and replace it with a year-round residence, plus modify an 
existing boathouse/garage to create a living area (ADU) over car storage. As noted in the May 23, 
2023, letter in your packet, the boathouse/garage conversion is done. The letter notes that COVID 
supply and contractor availability issues affected the construction timing of the cottage replacement. 
The applicants now seek to build their own cottage on the same footprint as approved in PB20-19, 
with a different house style but still adhering to the 20 ft. height limitation [44-32(c)(1)c1]. 

The review in PB20-19 addressed several limitations for rebuilding the residence placed on structures 
in the shoreland zone this close to the normal high-water line. Those review points can be seen in the 
NOD and my December 15, 2020, meeting staff report. 

Type of review needed 

While shoreland zoning reviews typically require a public hearing, in this case in reviewing the Town 
Code, I believe one is optional. 

Rationale 

• Ch. 44 by itself does not mandate a public hearing for shoreland zoning permit applications. 
44-44(b) suggests one is optional. 

• However, this project involves a one-family residential structure, partly in the RP shoreland 
zoning district, which is an SPR use in the 44-34 land use table. 

• SPR uses are reviewed under Ch. 33, which requires a public hearing, except for minor 
amendments under 33-140 

• Newly enacted (November 2022 Town Election) section 33-141 outlines the process for 
requesting reapproval when a site plan review has expired, including a PB public hearing. 

• However, 33-59 allows 3 years from date of approval to “substantially complete” the project. 
For this project that would be Dec. 2023. (This is assuming the project commenced by Dec. 
2022.) Assuming all this, the (non-shoreland) site plan approval has not yet expired. 

In summary: 

1. In my reading of the Code, a public hearing is not required, though PB review is still needed 
on the question of a new SLZ permit. 

2. However, the PB may still choose to require a public hearing under its authority. 
3. The applicant could choose to request a public hearing (with additional fee) or make the case 

that one isn’t needed. 

I have discussed the above with the applicant and my understanding is that they feel one is not needed 
as there is neighbor support for the project. To that end they have provided a memo signed by 4 of 5 
abutters supporting the project and suggesting to waive the public hearing. 

Recommendation 
 
Deem application complete, approval with conditions 
 
Motion templates 
 
Completeness and approval with shoreland zoning findings and conditions (recommended) 
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Motion to deem the Shoreland Zoning Permit Application for PB23-14 for the replacement of a 
residence at 41 Rogers Point Dr. complete, and to approve the application, with the intent of the 
approval being a renewal of the same Shoreland Zoning Permit approval in PB20-19, decided 
December 15, 2020 – except for changes to the style of the residence and the omission of the 
boathouse/garage work and new septic system (which are already completed) – with the following 
findings of fact (in addition to other applicable findings of fact to be included in the Notice of 
Decision): 
 

1. All applicable sections of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance (Chapter 44) and Shoreland 
Zoning Permit Application have been or will be met. 

2. Based on the information presented by the applicant and in accordance with Sec. 44-44, the 
Planning Board finds that the proposed use: 

a. Will maintain safe and healthful conditions; 
b. Will not result in water pollution, erosion, or sedimentation to surface waters; 
c. Will adequately provide for the disposal of all wastewater; 
d. Will not have an adverse impact on spawning grounds, fish, aquatic life, bird, or other 

wildlife habitat; 
e. Will conserve shore cover and visual, as well as actual, points of access to inland and 

coastal waters; 
f. Will protect archaeological and historic resources as designated in the comprehensive 

plan; 
g. Will avoid problems associated with floodplain development and use; 
h. Is in conformance with the provisions of section 44-35, land use standards. 

3. Applicant has met §44-32 – Nonconformance. Without limiting the generality of this finding, 
the Planning Board also specifically finds that the new residential structure and foundation 
will substantially reduce the area of encroachment in the river setback compared to the 
previous residential structure, from 58 square feet to 9 square feet, while continuing to meet 
the existing Rogers Point Drive setback. This nonconforming lot of record is narrow and 
creates a challenging building envelope. Therefore, working within a significantly constrained 
site, the applicant has met the river setback requirement for the residential structure and its 
foundation to the greatest practical extent. 

4. The Planning Board finds that under Section 33-140(b), the proposed site plan revisions are 
minor and do not result in any substantial changes to the approved development or further 
impact abutters. 

 
The approval includes the following conditions: 
 

1. [Standard conditions] 
2. An approved plan for expansion of a nonconforming structure must be recorded by the 

applicant with the York County Registry of Deeds within 90 days of approval. The recorded 
plan must show the existing and proposed footprint of the nonconforming structure, the 
existing and proposed structure height, the footprint of any other structures on the parcel, 
the shoreland zone boundary and evidence of approval by the Eliot Planning Board. The 
applicant may make minor informational or formatting changes to the site plan, relative to 
the plan presented for approval, to address the information required for the recorded plan. 
The Planning Board’s approval authorizes (and the recorded plan must have) a signature 
from the Planning Board Chair. 
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3. Within 20 days of completion of the project, the applicant shall submit photos of the 
shoreland area and vegetation to the Code Enforcement Officer. 

 
Denial 
 
Motion to deny the Shoreland Zoning Permit Application for PB23-14, for the following reasons: 

1. ____________________ 
2. ____________________ 
3. ____________________ [etc.] 

 
Continuance 
 
Motion to continue PB23-14 to the August 15, 2023, meeting. 
 
[alternative: deem complete but set public hearing] 
 
 
 
* * * 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jeff Brubaker, AICP 
Town Planner 
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To:  Planning Board 
From:  Jeff Brubaker, AICP, Town Planner 
Cc:  William Widi, Applicant 
 Shelly Bishop, Code Enforcement Officer 

Kim Tackett, Land Use Administrative Assistant 
Date:  July 31, 2023 (report date) 

August 1, 2023 (meeting date) 
Re:  PB23-15: 150 Harold L. Dow Highway (Map 30/Lot 3): Site Plan Amendment/Review and 

Change of Use – Mobile Vendor Site 

 

 

Overview 

Applicant seeks approval to create a mobile vendor site on the property, which currently has approved 
professional office (real estate office) and residential uses. The site is proposed to host food trucks. 
Hours of operation are listed as 11am to 9pm, and the applicant proposes to have portable toilets 
available. There would be no change to the already-approved uses on the property. 

 

Application Details/Checklist Documentation 
 Address:  150 Harold L. Dow Hwy. 
 Map/Lot:  30/3 
 PB Case#:  22-19 
 Zoning:  Commercial/Industrial (C/I) District 
 Shoreland Zoning:  None 
 Owner Name:  Nancy Shapleigh 
 Applicant Name:  William Widi 
 Proposed Project:  Addition of mobile vendor site on lot 
 Application Received by 

Staff: 
May 31, 2023 

Application Fee Paid and Date:  To update at meeting 
Application Sent to Staff 
Reviewers:  

Not sent 

Application Heard by PB 
Found Complete by PB  

August 1, 2023 (scheduled) 
TBD 

Site Walk TBD 
Site Walk Publication TBD 
Public Hearing  Not needed if PB deems a minor amendment 
Public Hearing Publication Not needed if PB deems a minor amendment 
Deliberation  TBD 
 Reason for PB Review:  Change of Use, SPR Use, Site Plan Amendment 
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Uses 

Mobile vendor sites were added to the land use table (45-290) as SPR uses in the C/I and Village 
zones, and a definition was added to Section 1-2 with ordinance amendments approved by voters in 
June. The definition is: 

…any mobile vehicle or unit, or bicycle, used to prepare, sell, or serve food, or to sell non-
food products, at a number of sites and capable of being moved from its vending site at any 
time. It shall also include a tent, booth, stand, or table used for the same purpose if it is 
accompanied by a mobile vehicle or bicycle capable of moving it from its vending site at any 
time. Mobile vendor does not include any such equipment or appurtenances if they are used 
for the seasonal sales of produce and plants raised locally. 

Per the same ordinance amendments, there are licensing rules for mobile vendors in the new 
Chapter 5 – Business Licensing. Any mobile vendors seeking to operate longer than a “temporary 
mobile vendor” would need to seek a license from the Select Board, as outlined in Section 5-6. 

The applicant proposes to designate the vacant area to the southeast of the building as the mobile 
vendor site, as shown in the sketch in their application package. They propose to prepare the site by 
spreading gravel on an already disturbed area, building and placing planters between the site and 
Route 236 as a buffer, adding picnic tables, and adding portable toilets. Parking would be behind the 
mobile vendors, with driveway access adjacent to the picnic table and waiting areas. One suggestion 
would be to discuss with the applicant additional planters or other physical barriers between the 
driveway and picnic tables. 

Recommendation 
 
Approval as a minor amendment/revision 
 
Motion templates 
 
Approval as a minor site plan amendment (recommended) 
 
Motion to approve PB23-15 as a Minor Site Plan Amendment/Revision and Change of Use adding 
“mobile vendor site” to the approved uses at 150 Harold L. Dow Hwy. 
 
The Planning Board finds that the proposed revisions are minor and do not result in any substantial 
changes to the approved development or further impact abutters. The following are conditions of 
approval: 

1. [Standard conditions] 
2. __________________[Other conditions if desired] 

 
Major Site Plan Amendment needing to go through the Site Plan Review process 
 
Motion to find that the revisions proposed in PB23-15 are substantial. The applicant must seek 
approval through a site plan review process, beginning with submittal of a Site Plan Review 
application. 
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Disapproval 
 
Motion to disapprove PB23-15 for the following reasons: 

1. ___________________ 
2. ___________________ 
3. ___________________ 

 
 
* * * 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
Jeff Brubaker, AICP 
Town Planner 
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Planning Board recommends ________ (#-#) 
Select Board recommends ________ (#-#) 
 
DRAFT for August 1, 2023 Planning Board discussion (Some changes since 7/18/2023 in blue) 
 
Short title 
Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – General Provisions, Chapter 33 – Planning 
and Development, Chapter 41 – Subdivisions, Chapter 44 – Shoreland Zoning, and Chapter 45 – 
Zoning, Related to Residential Density and Affordable Housing Developments Compliance with 
State Statutes on Increasing Housing Opportunities by Changing Zoning and Land Use 
Regulations 
 
Ballot question – Town Referendum, November 7, 2023 
ARTICLE #__: Shall an Ordinance entitled “Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – 
General Provisions, Chapter 33 – Planning and Development, Chapter 41 – Subdivisions, 
Chapter 44 – Shoreland Zoning, and Chapter 45 – Zoning, Related to Residential Density and 
Affordable Housing Developments Compliance with State Statutes on Increasing Housing 
Opportunities by Changing Zoning and Land Use Regulations” be enacted? 
(A copy of this ordinance is available in the Town Clerk’s Office) 
 
Background and rationale 
In April 2022, the Governor signed into law LD 2003, An Act To Implement the 
Recommendations of the Commission To Increase Housing Opportunities in Maine by Studying 
Zoning and Land Use Restrictions. Toward increasing housing opportunities in Maine, the law 
requires municipalities to comply with certain minimum standards in their local zoning ordinances. 
LD2003 is codified in state statute primarily in Title 30-A M.R.S.A. §§4364, 4364-A, 4364-B, and 
4364-C. §4364 pertains to incentivizing affordable housing developments. §4364-A pertains to the 
number of residential units per lot. §4364-B pertains to accessory dwelling units (ADUs). In 
summary, the statutes require municipalities to allow certain unit types and numbers on a lot. 
LD2003 was amended by LD1706, An Act to Clarify Statewide Laws Regarding Affordable 
Housing and Accessory Dwelling Units, which became effective on June 16, 2023.  Among other 
changes, LD1706 extended the deadline for towns governed by Select Boards, such as Eliot, to 
comply with LD2003 to July 1, 2024. Noncompliance would put the Town of Eliot at risk of legal 
challenge. 
Changes relating to accessory dwelling units (ADUs) approved by voters at the Town Meeting 
Election and Referendum on June 13, 2023, addressed the requirements of LD2003 (§4364-B). 
The proposed amendments codify an additional requirement of LD1706 that ADUs are not 
prohibited in the shoreland zone but can be governed by shoreland zoning. 
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These proposed ordinance amendments will adjust the Town’s  zoning and land use regulations to 
comply with other parts of LD2003, namely the requirements of §4364, “Affordable housing 
density”, and §4364-A “Residential areas, generally”. 
 
§4364-A requires municipalities to allow multiple residential units “by right” on any lot within 
any zone that allows residential units. “By right” means that a property owner or builder is not 
required to seek Planning Board approval but can simply apply for permits through the Code 
Enforcement office. Accordingly, the state statute requires some minor adjustments to the Town 
Code. For many years, Section 45-290, the table of permitted and prohibited uses (commonly 
known as the “land use table”) has allowed single-family and two-family dwellings by right in all 
zones that allow residential uses. Footnote h of the Dimensional Standards Table (Section 45-405) 
states: “In the rural, suburban and village districts, more than one principal structure may be 
located on a single lot, provided each such structure is located in such a fashion that it could be 
separately conveyed on a separate lot in compliance with all dimensional requirements of the 
district”. This means that the additional residential structures meet the dimensional standards set 
forth in Section 45-405. In all residential zones (Village, Suburban, and Rural), on lots without 
any residential structures, §4364-A requires that municipalities allow up to two dwelling units “by 
right”. Since the land use table already provides for this, no changes are proposed. 
 
§4364-A also expands this by-right allowance to four units in a “designated growth area”. As a 
background on how this affects the zoning regulations and what changes may be needed, in 2009, 
the voters of Eliot approved the Town’s current Comprehensive Plan, which designated a Rural 
Area and a Designated Growth Area. The Village Zone was chosen to be the designated growth 
area because some infrastructure existed at the time (public water supply and sewer) in a portion 
of this zone that could accommodate more dense development and smaller lots. After adoption of 
the plan, the State certified it as consistent with the State’s Growth Management Act. Because the 
Town did not choose to expand the sewer throughout the Village as proposed in the 
Comprehensive Plan, the Planning Board refrained from formally changing the Village Zone in 
our ordinance to be our designated growth area. Now LD2003 grants specific development rights 
to this area and we must implement this change. 
The proposed amendments codify the Comprehensive Plan by modifying Section 45-288 to 
designate the Village zoning district as our growth area and modify Section 45-405 to reduce the 
minimum lot size for lots served by water and sewer from 1 acre to ½ acre. At the same time, the 
amendments remove the density bonus now provided for the Village and Suburban districts for 
each unit after the second unit. The acreage-per-dwelling-unit standard is now the same for each 
additional unit. 
LD2003 allows municipalities to require a certain amount of acreage for each dwelling unit, “as 
long as the required lot area for subsequent units on a lot is not greater than the required lot area 
for the first unit”. Section 45-405 already has such requirements that comply with this standard. 
For example, 3 acres are needed to build a single-family dwelling in the Rural district, and an 
additional 3 acres are needed for each additional unit. In the Suburban and Village districts, a 
density bonus is offered for each additional unit after the second unit, requiring only half as much 
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additional acreage (e.g. in the Village district, 1 acre for 1 unit, 2 acres for 2 units, 2.5 acres for 3 
units, and so on). 
LD2003 also permits lots with an existing residential unit up to 2 more residential units, by-right. 
The Planning Board desires to maintain our ADU ordinance, which allows only one ADU per 
principal residential structure, as written and adopted. To comply with the requirements of the new 
State statute and maintain our ADU ordinance, a proposed amendment to the Dimensional 
Standards table creates note f that allows an existing single family residence to be converted to a 
two-family unit without requiring additional acreage, if the second unit is wholly contained within 
the footprint of the existing residential structure. Such a conversion is typically known as a duplex,  
and a new definition is added to Section 1-2, “Definitions and rules of construction”. 
§4364 requires that municipalities “shall allow an affordable housing development where 
multifamily dwellings are allowed to have a dwelling unit density of at least 2 1/2 times the base 
density that is otherwise allowed in that location and may not require more than 2 off-street parking 
spaces for every 3 units”. Affordable housing developments are developments where 51 percent 
or more of the units are restricted to be either rented or owned by households that meet certain 
income eligibility requirements. In the land use table, multifamily dwellings are allowable, subject 
to Planning Board site plan review (labeled an “SPR use”), in the Village and Suburban districts. 
The amendments add “Affordable housing development” to the land use table as an SPR use in 
the Village and Suburban districts – the same as for multifamily dwellings. The amendments also 
add to Section 1-2 definitions of “Affordable housing development” and “Affordable unit” that 
accord with LD2003’s definitions. 
The amendments also establish a new section, 45-464, that sets standards for affordable housing 
developments, primarily related to procedures to ensure that the affordable units remain affordable 
for at least 30 years. This proposed new section also requires that certain affordable units need to 
have a minimum number of bedrooms. It also requires that all affordable units receive their 
certificates of occupancy before the last market-rate unit receives its certificate of occupancy. 
Definitions are added to Section 1-2 that are related to these provisions: restrictive covenant, 
affordable housing covenant, qualified holder, market-rate unit, and market rent. 
To reflect the above-described changes, the amendments make formatting and organizational 
changes to the existing dimensional standards table in Section 45-405. The density allowances for 
affordable housing developments are broken out into a separate table for easier readability. In some 
cases, footnote information is embedded into the table. 
The amendments also make changes to the Town’s wastewater disposal regulations. They add a 
new provision to Section 45-416, Sanitary standards for sewerage, requiring that any subsurface 
sewage disposal system that receives in excess of 2,000 gallons per day shall be an engineered 
system, a definition of which is added to Section 1-2. 
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New text underlined in bold 
Deleted text in strikethrough 
[Text in brackets, bold, and italics introduces a large block of new text:] 
[Text in brackets and italics is a temporary explanatory note] 
 
Sec. 1-2. - Definitions and rules of construction. 
 
[abridged to only show changes] 
 
[…] 
 

Affordable housing means decent, safe and sanitary dwelling units that can be afforded by 
households with annual incomes no greater than 80 percent of the median household income in 
non-metropolitan York County, as established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (median household income shall be published in the Annual Report of the Municipal 
Officers of the Town of Eliot, Maine). A renter-occupied unit is affordable to such households if 
the unit's monthly housing costs, including rent and basic utility costs (the costs of heating and of 
supplying electricity to the unit plus the cost, if any, of supplying public water and public 
wastewater disposal service to the unit), do not exceed 30 percent of gross monthly income. An 
owner-occupied unit is affordable to such households if its price results in monthly housing costs 
that do not exceed 28 percent of gross monthly income for principal, interest, insurance and real 
estate taxes. Estimates of mortgage payments are to be based on down payments and rates of 
interest generally available in the area to low and moderate income households. 

 
Affordable housing covenant (as applied to an affordable housing development) means a 

type of restrictive covenant that includes an agreement among one or more owners, one or 
more tenants of residential real estate, and one or more qualified holders; or between one or 
more owners and one or more qualified holders; or between one or more tenants and one or 
more qualified holders, that permits a qualified holder to control, either directly or 
indirectly, the purchase price or rent of a dwelling unit for the primary purpose of providing 
that the unit remains affordable consistent with the definition of “affordable unit”. 

 
Affordable housing development means a development in which a majority 51 percent 

or more of the dwelling units are affordable units. 
 
State law reference – 30-A M.R.S.A. 4364(1) 
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Affordable unit (as applied to an affordable housing development) means a dwelling 
unit in an affordable housing development that is priced so that: 

a) if it is a rental unit, a household whose income, at the time of initial occupancy, does 
not exceed 80% of the median income for the area as defined by the United States 
Department of Housing and Urban Development under the United States Housing 
Act of 1937, Public Law 75-412, 50 Stat. 888, Section 8, as amended, can afford to 
rent the unit without spending more than 30% of the household’s monthly income 
on housing costs, or, 
 

b) if it is an owner-occupied unit, a household whose income, at the time of initial 
occupancy, does not exceed 120% of the median income for the area as defined by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development under the 
United States Housing Act of 1937, Public Law 75-412, 50 Stat. 888, Section 8, as 
amended, can afford the unit without spending more than 30% of the household’s 
monthly income on housing costs. 
 

State law reference – 30-A M.R.S.A. 4364(1) 
 

[…] 
 
Area median income means the midpoint of a region’s income distribution calculated 

on an annual basis by the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development. 
 
[…] 
 
Centrally managed water system means a water system that provides water for human 

consumption through pipes or other constructed conveyances to at least 15 service 
connections or serves an average of at least 25 people for at least 60 days a year as regulated 
by 10-144 C.M.R. Ch. 231, Rules Relating to Drinking Water. This water system may be 
privately owned. 

 
[…] 
 
Density means the ratio of a particular feature on the land per a given area of land. 
 
[…] 
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Designated growth area means an identified area designated in an adopted municipal 
Comprehensive Plan pursuant to 30-A M.R.S.A. 4326 where needed public services are 
available to accommodate residential, commercial or industrial growth. 

 
[…] 
 

 Engineered subsurface disposal system means a domestic wastewater system 
designed to treat average daily flows in excess of 2,000 gallons per day. The design and 
location of these systems are regulated by 10-144 C.M.R. Ch. 241, Subsurface Wastewater 
Disposal Rules and require review by the Maine Department of Health and Human 
Services prior to issuance of permit by the Local Plumbing Inspector (Code Enforcement 
Officer). 
 

[…] 
 
Market-rate unit means a dwelling unit in an affordable housing development that is 

intended to be sold or rented at market value, or that is otherwise not designated as an 
affordable unit. 

 
Market rent means the estimated rent a property will be rented for in the open market 

and under prevailing market conditions in a lease or rental agreement between a willing 
lessor and a willing lessee, both conversant with the property and with prevailing general 
rent levels. 

 
[…] 

 
Qualified holder means a governmental entity empowered to hold an interest in real 

property under the laws of Maine or the United States or a nonprofit organization whose 
purposes include the provision of affordable housing or the increasing of affordable housing 
opportunities for lower income or moderate-income households, including governmental or 
quasi-governmental entities such as public housing authorities, community action agencies, 
or other similar nonprofit or governmental entities committed to providing opportunities for 
lower income or moderate-income households to obtain affordable housing authorities, 
community action agencies, or other similar nonprofit or governmental entities committed 
to providing opportunities for lower income or moderate-income households to obtain 
affordable housing. 
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[…] 
 

Restrictive covenant means a provision in a deed (or other covenant conveying real 
property) restricting the use of the land. 

 
[…] 
 
Two-family dwelling means a building or portion principally designed, adapted, or used for 

occupancy by two families, and each living in its own separate quarters. A duplex means a two-
family dwelling with each unit under single ownership. 
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Sec. 33-183. Multifamily dwellings. 

(a) A multifamily dwelling is a structure or portion that is principally designed, adapted or used 
for occupancy by three or more families, each living in its own separate quarters. Each 
individual unit which functions as a separate living quarter shall be deemed to be a dwelling 
unit.  

(b) A maximum of eight dwelling units shall be permitted in any one multifamily building.  
(c) Residential buildings containing multifamily dwelling units shall be located at least 100 feet 

apart from each other and any other structure.  
(d) Garages or other accessory buildings shall not be located between the multifamily 

residential buildings and the front lot line. Accessory buildings shall be located so as not to 
inhibit the access of emergency vehicles and fire apparatus to any side of a residential 
building.  

(e) No multifamily residential building shall exceed two floors above grade, or 35 feet from the 
average ground grade to the eaves.  

(f) The proposed development shall provide for safe access to and from public and private 
roads. Safe access shall be ensured by providing an adequate number and location of access 
points, with respect to sight-distances, intersections, schools, and other traffic generators. 
All corner lots shall be kept clear from visual obstructions, higher than three feet above 
ground level.  

(g) The proposed development shall not have an unreasonable adverse impact on the town road 
system, and shall assure safe interior circulation within its site, by separating pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic and by providing adequate parking and turnaround areas. Street entrances 
and exits shall be limited to one per street; however, developments containing 16 or more 
units shall have two entrances to town ways. All driveways and parking areas within the site 
shall be constructed in accordance with the standards in 37-51 et seq.  

(h) All multifamily residential buildings on a single lot shall be connected to a common water 
supply and distribution system, either private or public, at no expense to the town. Prior to 
the issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall demonstrate by actual test or by a 
signed affidavit from an authorized representative of the servicing water company that 
water can be supplied at the rate of at least 250 gallons per day per dwelling unit and at an 
adequate pressure for firefighting purposes before starting construction of any building.  

(i) All principal buildings shall have sprinklers or and an approved fire alarm system installed 
pursuant to NFPA standards. Either Both systems shall be connected to the municipal fire 
alarm system or dispatching panel.  

(j) All multifamily dwellings shall be connected to a municipal sewer system, if available. 
have adequate wastewater disposal. If available, public sewer connections shall be 
governed by Chapter 18. If a private wastewater disposal system will be utilized, the 
system shall be designed, installed, and maintained consistent with Section 45-416, and  
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the owner (or designee) shall submit a maintenance schedule to the local plumbing 
inspector and shall update the local plumbing inspector annually on maintenance done 
over the past year. If the proposed development is a subdivision, wastewater disposal 
shall also be governed by Section 41-218. 

(k) It shall be the responsibility of the owner to provide for rubbish disposal, snow removal and 
site maintenance.  

   
Note: In reviewing any development of multifamily housing which is classified as elderly 

housing, an assisted living facility or a life care facility under chapter 45, section 45-1 of this 
Code, the planning board may waive any of the standards of this section which the board 
determines are not applicable because of the nature and circumstances of the proposed 
development the planning board must vote separately on each standard waived and the reasons 
for each waiver must appear in the board's minutes.  
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 408); Ord. of 3-25-00(1)) 

Cross reference(s)—District regulations, § 45-286 et seq.  
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Sec. 44-34. Table of land uses 

All land use activities, as indicated in table 1, Land Uses in the Shoreland Zone, shall 
conform with all of the applicable land use standards in section 44-33 and other applicable 
ordinances. The district designated for a particular site shall be determined from the official 
zoning map.  
Key to table 1: 

Yes  -  Allowed (no permit required but the use must comply with all applicable land 
use standards)  

No  -  Prohibited  
SPR  -  Allowed with site plan review and approval by the planning board  
CEO  -  Allowed with permit issued by the code enforcement officer  
LPI  -  Allowed with permit issued by the local plumbing inspector  

 
Abbreviations: 

RP  -  Resource protection  
LR  -  Limited residential  
LC  -  Limited commercial  
GD  -  General development  
SP  -  Stream protection  

 
The following notes are applicable to the land uses table on the following page:  
Note: The term "functionally water-dependent use" as defined, includes a very diverse group of 
uses ranging from large, industrial facilities that receive shipments by water or use water for 
cooling, to traditional commercial fishing enterprises, and public shorefront parks.  

Table 1. Land Uses in the Shoreland Zone 

 Districts  
Land Uses  SP  RP  LR  LC  GD  

Uses or Activities Without Structures 
(1)  Clearing of vegetation for 

activities other than timber 
harvesting  

CEO  CEO1  CEO  CEO  CEO  

(2)  >Emergency operations  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  
(3)  Fire prevention activities  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  
(4)  Forest management activities, 

except for timber harvesting 
and land management roads  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(5)  Mineral exploration  no  no  no  yes2  yes2  
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(6)  Mineral extraction, including 
sand and gravel extraction  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

(7)  Motorized vehicular traffic on 
existing roads and trails  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(8)  Nonintensive recreational uses 
not requiring structures such as 
hunting, fishing and hiking  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(9)  Soil and water conservation 
practices  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(10)  Surveying and resource 
analysis  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(11)  Wildlife management practices  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Principal Structures or Uses 

(12)  Principal structures and uses:       
 a.  One- and two-family 

residential  
SPR4  SPR9  CEO  CEO  CEO  

 b.  Multifamily dwelling  no  no  SPR  SPR  SPR  
 c.  Commercial (not listed 

elsewhere)  
no13  no13  no13  SPR  SPR5  

 d.  Industrial  no  no  no  no  SPR  
 e.  Governmental and 

institutional  
no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

 f.  Small nonresidential 
facilities for educational, 
scientific or nature 
interpretation purposes  

SPR4  SPR  CEO  CEO  CEO  

(13)  Agriculture  CEO  SPR  CEO  CEO  CEO  
(14)  Aquaculture  SPR10  SPR10  SPR10  SPR  Yes  
(15)  Auto graveyard  no  no  no  no  no  
(16)  Auto hobbyist storage area  no  no  no  no  no  
(17)  Auto junkyard  no  no  no  no  no  
(18)  Auto recycling operation, 

limited  
no  no  no  no  no  

(19)  Auto recycling operation, 
principal  

no  no  no  no  no  

(20)  Bed and breakfast  no  no  SPR10  SPR10  SPR  
(21)  Boardinghouse  no  no  SPR10  SPR  SPR  
(22)  Campgrounds  no  no7  no  no  SPR  
(23)  Conversions of seasonal 

residences to year-round 
residences  

LPI  LPI  LPI  LPI  LPI  

(24)  Fireworks sales  no17  no17  no17  no17  no17  
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(25)  Gambling Casino  no  no  no  no  no  
(26)  Marijuana establishment       
 a.  Marijuana store  no  no  no  SPR  SPR  
 b.  Marijuana cultivation  

facility  
no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

 c.  Marijuana products  
manufacturing facility  

no  no  no  no  SPR  

 d.  Marijuana testing  
facility  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

(27)  Marinas       
 a.  Full service  no  no  no  no  SPR  
 b.  Limited  no  no  no  SPR  SPR  
(28)  Medical marijuana  

establishment  
     

 a.  Medical marijuana  
dispensary  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

 b.  Medical marijuana  
cultivation facility  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

 c.  Medical marijuana  
caregiver retail store  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

 d.  Medical marijuana  
products manufacturing  
facility  

no  no  no  no  SPR  

 e.  Medical marijuana  
testing facility  

no  no  no  SPR  SPR  

(29)  Off-site parking  no  no7  no  no  no  
(30)  Public and private recreational 

areas involving minimal 
structural development  

SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  CEO  

(31)  Solar energy system; larger-
scale (SES-LG)  

no  no  no  SPR15  no  

Accessory Structures or Uses 
(32) Accessory Dwelling Units SPR4  SPR9  CEO  CEO  CEO  
re# 
(32)  

Structures accessory to allowed 
uses, not otherwise listed  

SPR4  SPR  CEO  CEO  CEO  

(33)  Essential services  SPR6  SPR6  SPR  SPR  SPR  
 a.  Roadside distribution 

lines (34.5kV and lower)  
CEO6  CEO6  yes12  yes12  yes12  

 b.  Non-roadside or cross-
country distribution lines 
involving ten poles or less 
in the shoreland zone  

SPR6  SPR6  CEO  CEO  CEO  
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 c.  Non-roadside or cross-
country distribution lines 
involving 11 or more 
poles in the shoreland 
zone  

SPR6  SPR6  SPR  SPR  SPR  

 d.  Other essential services  SPR6  SPR6  SPR  SPR  SPR  
(34)  Fences  yes11A  yes11A  yes11A  yes11A  yes11A  
(35)  Filling and earthmoving of  

< 10 cubic yards  
CEO  CEO  yes  yes  yes  

(36)  Filling and earthmoving of  
> 10 cubic yards  

SPR  SPR  CEO  CEO  CEO  

(37)  Home business  no12A  no12A  SPR10A  SPR10A  no  
(38)  Home occupations; regular and 

water-dependent  
no  no  no  no  no  

(39)  Home Office  CEO  no  CEO  CEO  CEO  
(40)  Individual, private campsites  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
(41)  Piers, docks, wharves, bridges 

and other structures and uses 
and extending over or below 
the normal high-water line or 
within a wetland:  

     

 a.  Temporary  CEO11  CEO11  CEO11  CEO11  CEO11  
 b.  Permanent residential  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
 c.  Permanent commercial  SPR14  SPR14  SPR14  SPR  SPR  
 d.  Limited commercial  SPR5  SPR5  SPR5  SPR  no  
(42)  Private sewage disposal  

systems for allowed uses  
LPI  LPI  LPI  LPI  LPI  

(43)  Road and driveway  
construction  

SPR  no8  SPR  SPR  SPR  

(44)  Service drops, as defined,  
to allowed uses  

yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  

(45)  Signs.  yes9A  yes9A  yes9A  yes9A  yes9A  
(46)  Solar energy system, small-

scale ground-mounted or roof 
mounted (SES-SR)  

CEO15A  CEO15A  CEO15B  CEO15  CEO15  

(47)  Small wind energy system  SPR16  SPR16  SPR16  SPR16  SPR16  
(48)  Uses similar to allowed uses  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
(49)  Uses similar to uses requiring a 

CEO permit  
CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

(50)  Uses similar to uses requiring a 
SPR permit  

SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

(51)  Waste containers  CEO5A  CEO5A  CEO5A  CEO5A  CEO5A  
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Footnotes: 
1 In RP not allowed within 75 feet horizontal distance, of the normal high-water line of great 

ponds, except to remove safety hazards.  
2 Requires permit from the code enforcement officer if more than 100 square feet of surface 

area, in total, is disturbed.  
3 In RP not allowed in areas so designated because of wildlife value.  
4 Provided that a variance from the setback requirement is obtained from the board of 

appeals.  
5 Functionally water-dependent uses and uses accessory to such water dependent uses only 

(see note on previous page).  
5A Only as an accessory use to an allowed principal use on the lot. Must conform to the 

requirements of [section] 45-422, Waste containers.  
6 See further restrictions in subsection 44-35(l)(2), essential services.  
7 Except when area is zoned for resource protection due to floodplain criteria in which case 

a site plan review is required from the planning board.  
8 Except as provided in subsection 44-35(h).  
9 Single family residential structures and accessory dwelling units within or attached to 

those structures may be allowed by special exception only according to the provisions 
of subsection 44-44(f), Special exceptions. Two-family residential structures and 
detached accessory dwelling units are prohibited. 

9A See sign ordinance section.  
10 Except for commercial uses otherwise listed in this table, such as marinas and 

campgrounds, that are allowed in the respective district.  
10A Must conform to the requirements of section 45-456.1, Home business.  
11 Excluding bridges and other crossings not involving earthwork, in which case no permit is 

required.  
11A Must conform to the requirements of section 45-423, Fences.  
12 Permit not required, but must file a written "notice of intent to construct" with CEO.  
12A "No" except in conjunction with aquaculture, small nonresidential facilities for 

educational, scientific or nature interpretation purposes or limited commercial piers, 
docks, wharves, bridges and other structures and uses extending over or below the 
normal high-water line or within a wetland.  

13 Use is "No" except when permitted under another specific land use entry.  
14 Only commercial aquaculture allowed on piers in this zone, with no other commercial 

pier uses. Pier must meet the requirements of a residential pier in these zones.  
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Note: A person performing any of the following activities shall require a permit from 
the department of environmental protection, pursuant to title 38, M.R.S.A. section 480-
C, if the activity occurs in, on, over or adjacent to any freshwater or coastal wetland, 
great pond, river, stream or brook and operates in such a manner that material or soil 
may be washed into them:  
a. Dredging, bulldozing, removing or displacing soil, sand, vegetation or other 

materials;  
b. Draining or otherwise dewatering;  
c. Filling, including adding sand or other material to a sand dune; or  
d. Any construction or alteration of any permanent structure.  

15 Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462. SES-LGs in LC must be sited on 
soils that are non-hydric and are otherwise appropriate pursuant to subsection 44-35(r).  

15A Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462. In SP and RP, an SES-SR is only 
allowable as a roof-mounted system on an approved or legally nonconforming 
structure, or as a ground-mounted system whose area, based on total airspace projected 
over the ground, is less than 1,000 square feet. The SES-SR shall be limited by design 
to supply the energy needs of an existing or allowed use on the same lot as the system. 
Sale of energy to the power grid must be limited to incidental excess power generation.  

15B Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462. In LR, an SES-SR is only 
allowable if it is limited by design to supply the energy needs of an existing or allowed 
use on the same lot as the system. Sale of energy to the power grid must be limited to 
incidental excess power generation.  

16 Must conform to the requirements of section 45-461.  
17 See chapter 12 for additional regulations pertaining to the sale and use of fireworks.  

(T.M. of 11-06-2018(3); T.M. of 7-14-2020(4) ; T.M. of 6-8-2021(2) , art. 33; T.M. of 6-8-2021(3) 
, art. 36; T.M. of 6-8-2021(4) , art. 31; T.M. of 6-14-2022(2) , art. 25; T.M. of 11-8-2022(2) , art. 
3; T.M. of 6-13-2023, art. 26) 
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Sec. 44-44. - Procedure for administering permits. 
(a) Within 35 days of the date of receiving a written application, the planning board or 
code enforcement officer, as indicated in section 44-34, shall notify the applicant in writing 
either that the application is a complete application, or, if the application is incomplete, 
that specified additional material is needed to make the application complete.  
(b) The planning board or code enforcement officer, as appropriate, shall approve, 
approve with conditions, or deny all permit applications in writing within 35 days of 
receiving a completed application. However, if the planning board has a waiting list of 
applications, a decision on the application shall occur within 35 days after the first available 
date on the planning board's agenda following receipt of a completed application, or within 
35 days of the public hearing, if one is held, if the proposed use or structure is found to be 
in conformance with the purposes and provisions of this chapter.  
(c) The applicant shall have the burden of proving that the proposed land use activity 
is in conformity with the purposes and provisions of this chapter.  
(d) After the submission of a complete application to the planning board, the board 
shall approve an application or approve it with conditions if it makes a positive finding 
based on the information presented that the proposed use:  
(1) Will maintain safe and healthful conditions;  
(2) Will not result in water pollution, erosion, or sedimentation to surface waters;  
(3) Will adequately provide for the disposal of all wastewater;  
(4) Will not have an adverse impact on spawning grounds, fish, aquatic life, bird or 
other wildlife habitat;  
(5) Will conserve shore cover and visual, as well as actual, points of access to inland 
and coastal waters;  
(6) Will protect archaeological and historic resources as designated in the 
comprehensive plan;  
(7) Will avoid problems associated with floodplain development and use; and  
(8) Is in conformance with the provisions of section 44-35, land use standards.  
(e) If a permit is either denied or approved with conditions, the reasons as well as 
conditions shall be stated in writing. No approval shall be granted for an application 
involving a structure if the structure would be located in an unapproved subdivision or 
would violate any other local ordinance or regulation or statute administered by the 
municipality.  
(f) Special exceptions. In addition to the criteria specified in this section, excepting 
structure setback requirements, the planning board may approve a permit for a single 
family residential structure and an accessory dwelling unit within or attached to that 
structure in a resource protection district provided that the applicant demonstrates that all 
of the following conditions are met:  
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(1) There is no location on the property, other than a location within the resource 
protection district, where the structure can be built.  
(2) The lot on which the structure is proposed is undeveloped and was established and 
recorded in the registry of deeds of the county in which the lot is located before the adoption 
of the resource protection district.  
(3) All proposed buildings, sewage disposal systems and other improvements are:  
a. Located on natural ground slopes of less than 20 percent; and  
b. Located outside the floodway of the 100-year floodplain along rivers and artificially 
formed great ponds along rivers and outside the velocity zone in areas subject to tides, 
based on detailed flood insurance studies and as delineated on the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency's flood boundary and floodway maps and flood insurance rate maps; 
all buildings, including basements, are elevated at least one foot above the 100-year 
floodplain elevation; and the development is otherwise in compliance with any applicable 
municipal flood-plain ordinance.  
If the floodway is not shown on the Federal Emergency Management Agency maps, it is 
deemed to be one-half the width of the 100-year floodplain.  
(4) The total footprint, including cantilevered or similar overhanging extensions, of all 
principal and accessory structures is limited to a maximum of 1,500 square feet. This 
limitation shall not be altered by variance.  
(5) All structures, except functionally water-dependent structures, are set back from 
the normal high-water line of a water body, tributary stream or upland edge of a wetland 
to the greatest practical extent, but not less than 75 feet, horizontal distance. In determining 
the greatest practical extent, the planning board shall consider the depth of the lot, the slope 
of the land, the potential for soil erosion, the type and amount of vegetation to be removed, 
the proposed building site's elevation in regard to the floodplain, and its proximity to 
moderate-value and high-value wetlands.  
(T.M. of 11-06-2018(3)) 
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Sec. 45-288 Village district 

The purpose of the village district is to: 

(1) Preserve the physical, aesthetic and social quality of the town's village area. 

(2) Provide for the location of residential uses close to the services provided by   
the town. 

(3) Provide space for small, local retail sales, commercial services, and office 
uses which are needed or may be desirable and are in keeping with the scale and 
character of the neighborhood, while minimizing the problems and interruption 
created by such development. 

(4) Act as the town’s designated growth area pursuant to M.R.S.A 30-A 
§4326(3-A). 

(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-
87; T.M. of 3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 205.4);….) 
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Sec. 45-290. – Table of permitted and prohibited uses. 
 
[reflects the additional changes to this section proposed by these ordinance amendments] 
 

The following table of land uses designates permitted uses by a yes and prohibited uses by a 
no. Any use not listed is a prohibited use. The letters CEO, SPR, and SD are explained in section 
45-402.  

Table of Land Uses 

Land uses  R  S  V  C/I  
Accessory dwelling unit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Affordable housing development no SPR  SPR  no 
Agriculture, except animal breeding and care  yes  yes  yes  no  
Animal breeding  yes1  12  SPR1&8  no  
Animal husbandry  yes1  yes1  yes1  no  
Apartment house, see multiple-family dwelling  —  —  —  —  
Apartment, see single-family dwellings  —  —  —  —  
Aquaculture  13  13  SPR8  no  
Assisted living facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  
Auto graveyards  SPR  no  no  no  
Auto hobbyist storage area  SPR  SPR  no  no  
Auto junkyard  no  no  no  no  
Auto recycling business  9  9  no  SPR  
Auto recycling operation, principal  9  no  no  SPR  
Auto recycling operation, limited  9  9  no  SPR  
Auto repair garages  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
Auto service stations  no  9  no  SPR  
Banks  no  no  SPR  SPR  
Bathhouse  11  11  no  no  
Bathing beach  yes  yes  yes  no  
Bed and breakfasts  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
Boarding homes, see lodging businesses  —  —  —  —  
Boarding kennel  no  no  no  SPR  
Bulk oil fuel tanks  no  no  no  SPR2  
Business office  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
Campgrounds  SPR  no  no  no  
Cemeteries  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  
Childcare facility 16 16 16 SPR 
Childcare provider, family SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR 
Clearing  yes  yes  yes  yes  
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Clinics  no  no  no  SPR  
Clustered housing  SPR  no  no  no  
Commercial adult enterprise  no  no  no  SPR  
Commercial establishment, 2 or more where 
allowed  

-  9  no  SPR  

Earth material removal, less than 100 cubic yards  
100 cubic yards or greater  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

Elderly housing  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  
Emergency operations  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Equipment storage, trucks, 3 or more  no  no  no  yes  
Essential services  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Expansion of an existing telecommunication 
structure or collocation of antenna on a existing 
telecommunication structure or alternate tower 
structure  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Farm equipment stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  
Fences  yes5  yes5  yes5  yes5  
Firewood sales  yes  13  SPR8  yes  
Fireworks sales  no19  no19  no19  no19  
Forest management, except timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Funeral establishment  no  no  SPR  SPR  
Gambling casino  no  no  no  no  
Gardening  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Gasoline stations  no  9  no  SPR  
Governmental buildings or uses  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Grain or feed stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  
Harvesting wild crops  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Home business  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8 
Home occupations  10  10  no  no  
Home office  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Hospitals  no  no  no  SPR  
Indoor commercial, recreational and amusement  
facilities  

no  no  no  SPR  

Industrial and business research laboratory  no  no  no  SPR  
Industrial establishments and uses  no  no  no  SPR  
Institutional buildings and uses, indoor  no  9  no  no  
Junkyards  no  no  no  no  
Landfill, dump  no  no  no  no  
Libraries  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Life care facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  
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Lodging businesses, including bed and breakfasts, 
boarding homes or houses, hotels, inns, 
lodginghouses, rooming homes, and the like  

14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Manufacturing  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR  
Marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  
Medical marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  
Mobile home parks  SPR/  

SD7  
SPR/SD7  SPR/SD7  no  

Mobile vendor site no  no  SPR  SPR  
Motel  no  no  no  SPR  
Multiple-family dwelling  no  SPR  SPR  no  
Museums  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
New construction of telecommunication structure 
70 feet and higher  

9  9  no  SPR  

New construction of telecommunication structure 
less than 70 feet high  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Nurseries, plants  CEO  17  SPR8  no  
Nursing facility  no  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Off-site parking  no  no  no  no  
Outdoor education program yes yes yes yes 
Parks  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  
Places of worship  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Playgrounds  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  
Printing plant  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
Produce and plants raised locally, seasonal sales  yes  yes  yes  no  
Professional offices  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
Public utility facilities  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Recreational facilities, nonintensive  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  
Recreational use not requiring structures  SPR  yes  yes  no  
Restaurant  9  9  SPR8  SPR  
Restaurant, takeout  no  no  no  SPR  
Retail stores, local, other  18  18  SPR8  SPR  
Road construction  CEO  CEO  CEO  SPR  
Schools  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Sewage disposal systems, private  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Signs, 6 square feet  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Signs, other  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Single-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  
Small wind energy system  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
Solar energy system, small-scale ground mounted or 
roof-mounted  

CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  

Solar energy system, larger-scale  SPR21  SPR21  no  SPR21  
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Surveying and resource analysis  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  
Tiny home on wheels CEO22 CEO22 CEO22 no22 
Truck terminals and storage  no  no  no  SPR  
Two-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  
Veterinary hospital  15  15  No  SPR  
Warehouse  no  no  no  SPR  
Waste containers  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  
Wholesale  no  no  no  SPR  
Wholesale business facilities  no  no  no  SPR  
Youth camp SPR SPR SPR SPR 
Uses similar to allowed uses  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Uses similar to uses requiring a CEO permit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  
Uses similar to uses requiring a planning board  
permit  

SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

 
 
*Marijuana establishment and medical marijuana establishment are defined in section 11-3 of this 
Code.  
Notes: 
1. Buildings housing animals shall be no less than 100 feet from property lines.  
2. Each bulk oil fuel tank shall not exceed 50,000 gallons in size and use shall be limited to 
local use only.  
3. Only as an accessory to an allowed principal use on the lot. Must conform to the 
requirements of 45-422, Waste containers.  
4. Individual stores shall not have more than 2,500 square feet of gross floor area, except 
stores located on Route 236 may have up to 5,000 square feet. Customer sales areas shall be 
confined to one floor.  
5. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-423.  
6. See section 45-192(b) for an exception on accessory uses and structures.  
7. See division 2 of article V of chapter 41 of this Code for specific areas where mobile home 
parks are allowed.  
8. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-456.1 Home business.  
9. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
10. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
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11. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"CEO" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
12. Use is "SPR 1 & 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR 1" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial 
properties.  
13. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "yes" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
14. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
15. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties 
in accordance with Sec. 33-175(a). Overnight boarding and outdoor kenneling of animals is 
prohibited in the rural and suburban zoning districts.  
16. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
17. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "CEO" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
18. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR 
4" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
19. See chapter 12 for additional regulations pertaining to the sale and use of fireworks.  
20. Must conform to the requirements of section 33-190. Marijuana establishments and 
medical marijuana establishments may only be authorized as principal uses, and not as accessory 
uses.  
21. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462.  
22.  May be permitted as a principal residential unit or as an accessory dwelling unit. All tiny 
homes shall conform to the requirements of Section 45-137. Accessory dwelling unit tiny homes 
shall also conform to the requirements of Section 45-459. For tiny homes in the C/I zoning district, 
reference footnote 6. 
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 207); T.M. of 12-15-93; Amend. of 3-25-95; T.M. of 3-27-99(1), § 
5; Ord. of 3-25-00(1); T.M. of 3-16-02, (art. 3), (art. 4); T.M. of 6-19-01, (art. 6), (art. 7); T.M. of 
11-5-02; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 3-20-04; T.M. of 6-14-08; T.M. of 6-12-
2010(3); T.M. of 6-18-2011(6); T.M. of 11-8-2011; T.M. of 6-16-2012(1); T.M. of 6-16-2012(2); 
T.M. of 11-5-2019(5); T.M. of 7-14-2020(5) ; T.M. of 6-8-2021(2) , art. 33; T.M. of 6-8-2021(4) 
, art. 31; T.M. of 11-2-2021(4) , art. 5; T.M. of 6-14-2022(2) , art. 25; T.M. of 6-13-2023, art. 26, 
art. 28 & art. 29) 
Cross reference(s)—Review procedures and standards for site review requirements in the zoning 
table of uses, § 33-56 et seq.  
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Sec. 45-405. Dimensional standards. 
 
[ADOPTED Table T.M 06-13-2023] 
 
(a) Lots and structures in all districts shall meet or exceed the following minimum requirements:  

District  Rural  Suburban  Village  
 

C/I  MHP  

   No water 
or sewery 

Water 
& 
sewery 

  

Min. lot size, acres (ac) or 
square feet (ft2) 

3 ac 2 ac 1 ac ½ ac 3 ac 6,500 ft2 n  
12,000 ft2 

n  
20,000 ft2 

n 

Min. street frontage (ft.)l  200  150  100 75 300  50/75/100n  

Min. street frontage: back 
lots 

m m m m   

 Min. area per dwelling unit, acres (ac) 

1 unit  3 ac 2 ac 1 ac ½ ac —  o  

2 unitsf 6 ac 4 ac 2 ac 1 ac —  —  

Each additional unit  3 ac 12 ac ½1 acg ½ ac —  —  

Assisted living facility  —  s  s  s s  —  

Elderly housing  —  g  g  g g  —  

Life care facility  —  t  t  t t  —  

 Min. yard dimensions (ft.)  

Front yard  30  30p  30p  25p 50a,p 30  20o  

Side yards  20  20p  20p  15p 20p 100b  20o  

Rear yard  30  30p  30p 25p 20p 100b  10o  

 Accessory buildingc  
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Front yard setback  30  30  30   50a 30a  5o  

Side and rear yard setback  10  10  10   20 100b  5o  

Accessory dwelling unit  u  u  u  u u  —  

Max. height (ft.)  35  35  35  35 55d  35  

Max. lot coverage (%)  10  15q  20q  20, 25 50q  50o  

Setback-normal high 
water mark (feet)e  

75  75  75  75 75  75  

 Dwelling units:  

 Min. size (sq. ft. per unit): 

Accessory dwelling unit 
(ADU) 

u u u u u — 

Assisted living facility — 300 300 300 300 — 

Federal or state elderly 
housing, other than 
assisted living facility 

— No min. No min. No 
min. 

No min. — 

Mobile home park units — — — — — 650 

Tiny home on wheels or 
foundation-built tiny 
home 

r r r r r — 

All other units 650 650 650 650 650 — 

Max. number of principal 
structures per lot  

h  h  h  h  v  1  

 
(b) Signs in all districts shall meet or exceed the following minimum requirements:  

Signs:      

District Rural Suburban Village C/I MHP 

      

Max. sign area (sq. ft.)  6  6  6  100  6  
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Max. sign area (sq. ft.), commercial establishments 
only  

12  12  12  100i  12  

Max. sign area (sq. ft.), new residential 
subdivisions  

50j  50j  50j   50l  

Min. setback (ft.) (front lot line only)  8k  8k  8k  --k 8k  

 
(c) Affordable housing developments (AHDs) may seek a density bonus of up to two-and-a-
half times the density otherwise allowed in the zoning district, as outlined in the table 
below. 

   Village District Suburban District 

   Non-
AHD (for 
reference) 
(acres 
required 
– base 
density) x 

AHD 
 
(acres 
required- 
density 
bonus 
applied) x 

Non-
AHD (for 
reference) 
(acres 
required 
– base 
density) x 

AHD 
 
(acres 
required- 
density 
bonus 
applied) x 

Dwelling 
units (#) 

Min. 
affordable 
units (#) 

Buildings 
required 
for multi-
family (#) 
(see 33-
183) 

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 

2 2 1 2 1 4 2 

3 2 1 3 1.2 6 2.4 

4 3 1 4 1.6 8 3.2 

5 3 1 5 2 10 4 

6 4 1 6 2.4 12 4.8 

7 4 1 7 2.8 14 5.6 

8 5 1 8 3.2 16 6.4 

9 5 2 9 3.6 18 7.2 

10 6 2 10 4 20 8 

11 6 2 11 4.4 22 8.8 

12 7 2 12 4.8 24 9.6 

13 7 2 13 5.2 26 10.4 
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14 8 2 14 5.6 28 11.2 

15 8 2 15 6 30 12 

16 9 2 16 6.4 32 12.8 

*For more than 16 units, use the same formula as with the above table. 
 
Notes: 
a. A front yard abutting a state or town road shall have a minimum depth of 50 feet from the 
right-of-way line. A front yard abutting an interior street within the proposed site shall have a 
minimum depth of 30 feet from the right-of-way line. All parking areas shall conform to setback 
requirements.  
b. All side and rear yards abutting an existing residential use shall have a minimum depth of 
100 feet from the side or rear lot lines.  
c. Accessory buildings shall be located no less than 30 feet from any principal buildings on 
adjacent property.  
d. Rooftop antennas and other telecommunications structures shall conform to the 
requirements of sections 33-185 and 45-460. Steeples and spires shall be exempt from maximum 
height requirements.  
e. Setbacks and setback measurements in shoreland zones shall follow requirements of 
chapter 44.  
f. (Reserved.)Conversion of an existing single family dwelling to a two family dwelling 
will not require additional acreage if the additional unit is wholly contained within the 
existing footprint [or % expansion allowance] of the single family dwelling unit and 
remains under single legal ownership. 
g. The minimum acreage for elderly housing in all districts, where allowed, shall be one 
acre for the first dwelling unit and one quarter acre for each additional unit. Minimum acreage 
requirements shall revert back to dwelling unit requirements if elderly housing is discontinued.  
h. In the rural, suburban and village districts, more than one principal structure may be 
located on a single lot, provided each such structure is located in such a fashion that it could be 
separately conveyed on a separate lot in compliance with all dimensional requirements of the 
district (except that any lawfully existing structure which does not meet all minimum 
dimensional requirements may continue that nonconformity).  
i. See section 45-528(c) for other requirements applicable to two or more commercial or 
industrial establishments under separate ownership on one parcel within the 
commercial/industrial district.  
j. Signs identifying subdivisions of ten or more lots shall be posted at the entrance of the 
subdivision and shall be approved by the planning board. Signs shall contain only the name of 
the subdivision.  
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k. See section 45-532 for additional sign placement requirements.  
l. Street frontage shall be measured along one street. The planning board is authorized to 
vary frontage requirements for new subdivisions according to section 41-255(g). Such lots shall 
be treated as conforming lots for the purpose of this chapter.  
m. Back lot requirements are contained in section 45-466.  
n. Lots within a mobile home park shall be a minimum of:  
6,500 feet2 if served by public sewer. Minimum lot width is 50 feet.  
12,000 feet2 if served by central subsurface wastewater disposal approved by the state 
department of human services. Overall density of park, including road rights-of-way and buffer 
strips shall be 20,000 feet2 per dwelling. Minimum lot width is 75 feet.  
20,000 feet2 if served by onsite subsurface wastewater disposal. Minimum lot width is 100 feet.  
o. See section 41-276 et seq. for specific requirements.  
p. Elderly housing, nursing facility, assisted living facility and life care facility shall have 
setbacks of 50 feet from lot line or 100 feet from residential dwelling unit, whichever is greater.  
q. Life care facility shall have a maximum lot coverage of 50 percent. Elderly housing, 
nursing facility or assisted living facility individually shall have a maximum lot coverage of 35 
percent.  
r. Tiny homes on wheels shall conform to the requirements of Section 45-137. Accessory 
dwelling unit tiny homes on wheels and foundation-built tiny homes shall also conform to the 
requirements of Section 45-459. 
s. One acre for the first dwelling unit and then one-fifteenth acre for each additional 
dwelling unit provided all other dimensional requirements are met.  
t. One acre for the first dwelling unit and then one-fifteenth acre for each additional assisted 
living facility dwelling unit plus one-fourth acre for each additional elderly housing dwelling 
unit plus district acreage requirement (1-village, 2-surburban, 3-C/I) for each single family 
dwelling unit provided all other dimensional requirements are met.  
Example: A 15-acre suburban district lot could contain three single family dwelling units (five 
acres) plus 61 assisted living facility dwelling units (five acres) plus 17 elderly housing dwelling 
units (five acres) plus a nursing facility (0 acres) provided all dimensional requirements are met.  
u. See section 45-459 for requirements.  
v. In the C/I district, more than one principal structure may be located on a single lot which 
meets the minimum lot size and street frontage requirements for the district. Each such structure 
must maintain required yards adjacent to the front, side, and rear lot lines and must be located no 
closer than 20 feet (as viewed from the front lot line) to any other such structure on the lot. Such 
structures need not comply separately with the minimum lot size and frontage requirements, but 
the aggregate of all the structures on the lot shall not exceed the maximum lot coverage 
requirement. Nonconforming lots of record, with existing commercial structures, at the time of 
adoption of this section change may also contain more than one principal structure provided the 
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setback and expansion requirements are met. Separation of structures shall not be less than 20 
feet.  
x. Base density refers to the acreage required in each zone for additional dwelling 
units. The density bonus is an increase in density of 2.5 times less the minimum acreage per 
dwelling unit (while meeting minimum lot size standards) for eligible affordable housing 
developments where more than half 51 percent of more of the units meet income 
requirements. 
y. For the purpose of this table, “Water & sewer” means that the lot and all dwelling 
units thereon are served by connections to both a public water system and a public sewer 
system. “No water or sewer” means that the lot or at least one dwelling unit thereon are not 
served by a public water system, a public sewer system, or both.  
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. 
of 3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 305); T.M. of 12-15-93; Amend. of 3-26-94; Ord. of 3-25-
00(1); T.M. of 6-19-01, (art. 8); T.M. of 3-16-02, (art. 4); T.M. of 11-5-02; T.M. of 6-14-05; 
T.M. of 6-18-2011(5); T.M. of 6-14-2016(1); T.M. of 11-6-2018(5); T.M. of 6-13-2023 
(art.26)……) 
Cross reference(s)—Requirements unique to mobile home park subdivisions, § 41-276 et seq.; 
other district regulations, § 45-286 et seq.  
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Sec. 45-416. Sanitary standards for sewage. 
All subsurface sewage disposal facilities shall be installed in conformance with the state 

plumbing code and the following:  
(1) All subsurface sewage disposal systems shall be located in areas of suitable soil of 

at least 1,000 square feet in size.  
(2) The minimum setback for subsurface sewage disposal facilities shall be no less than 

100 horizontal feet from the normal high water mark of a waterbody. This 
requirement shall not be reduced by variance. 

(3)  A new or replacement subsurface sewage disposal system that receives in 
excess of 2,000 gallons per day shall be: 

a. an engineered subsurface disposal system; 
b. reviewed by a technical consultant pursuant to Section 33-128 or Section 

41-142, as applicable; 
c. submitted to the Maine Department of Health and Human Services for 

review. 
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 317)) 
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[Add a new section:] 
Sec. 45-464. – Affordable housing developments 

(a) Long-term affordability. For at least thirty (30) years after the completion of 
construction of an affordable unit: 

(1) For rental housing, occupancy of the unit shall remain limited to households 
with income, at the time of initial occupancy, at or below 80 percent of the 
local area median income; and, 

(2) For owner-occupied housing, occupancy of the unit shall remain limited to 
households with income, at the time of initial occupancy, at or below 80 
percent of the local area median income. 

(b) Assurance of long-term affordability. The owner of an affordable housing 
development shall demonstrate compliance with subsection (a) through at least one 
of the following: 

(1) The development is required by the terms of a grant, loan, or other 
assistance from a federal or state governmental agency, whose purposes 
include the provision of affordable housing, to assure long-term 
affordability consistent with subsection (a); 

(2) The owner of the affordable housing development is a nonprofit or 
governmental agency, whose purposes include the provision of affordable 
housing, and provides supporting documentation for how they will comply 
with subsection (a), including, but not necessarily limited to, deed 
restrictions, financial agreements, or other appropriate legal and binding 
instruments; 

(3) Before a certificate of occupancy may be granted for any affordable unit, 
the owner of the affordable housing development provides an affordable 
housing covenant for the affordable unit that is: 

a. Consistent with subsection (a); 
b. Held by a qualified holder; and, 
c. Recorded in the York County Registry of Deeds. 

(c) Qualified holder. 
(1) An application for an affordable housing development that proposes to 

assure long-term affordability using a qualified holder pursuant to 
paragraph (b)(3) must include a signed statement by the qualified holder 
that it will serve as the holder of the affordable housing covenant. If 
warranted, the Planning Board may review the sufficiency of a nonprofit 
organization to serve as a qualified holder, including requesting a review 
and recommendation from the Town’s legal counsel. The costs of any such 
review shall be borne by the applicant in accordance with Section 33-128. 
If the Planning Board finds that there is substantial risk of the qualified 
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holder’s inability to enforce the affordable housing covenant, it may request 
that the applicant propose a new qualified holder. The lack of a sufficient 
qualified holder is grounds for disapproval of the project. 

(2) The owner of the affordable housing development shall notify the Town 
whenever the qualified holder (if used) changes. A change of qualified 
holder does not, by itself, warrant Planning Board review. However, the 
Town Manager or Code Enforcement Officer may review the new qualified 
holder as described in paragraph (1). A review finding that there is 
substantial risk of the new qualified holder’s inability to enforce the 
affordable housing covenant is grounds for a violation as described 
_________ below. 

(3) An affordable housing covenant applicable to any rental affordable unit 
shall include a written description of the mechanism by which the owner of 
the affordable housing development shall document annually to the 
qualified holder, Town Planner, and Code Enforcement Officer that the 
unit(s) has or have remained priced and, if occupied, actually rented at 
affordable levels consistent with subsection (a). Failure to make such annual 
documentation shall constitute a violation as described ________ below. 

(d) Deed restriction. Any affordable unit that is is to be sold shall include a restriction 
in its deed that requires that the unit be kept affordable according to subsection (a). 

(e) Unit type variety. To promote a variety of affordable housing options in an 
affordable housing development for households of different sizes, at minimum: 

(1) Every third affordable unit shall have at least one separate bedroom. 
(2) Every sixth affordable unit shall have at least two separate bedrooms. 
(3) Every ninth affordable unit shall have at least three separate bedrooms. 
(4) As an illustrative example, if an affordable housing development has nine 

affordable units, it will be required to have at least one (1) one-bedroom 
unit, at least one (1) two-bedroom unit, and at least one (1) three-bedroom 
unit. The remaining six (6) affordable units can have any number of 
bedrooms or be studio or efficiency units. 

(f) Timing of unit occupancy. A certificate of occupancy may not be granted for the 
final market-rate or market rent unit in an affordable housing development until 
certificates of occupancy have been granted for all affordable units in the 
development. 

(g) Enforcement, violations, and penalties. 
(1) A qualified holder shall notify the Town Manager and Code Enforcement 

Officer of any apparent or actual violation by the owner of the affordable 
housing development of the affordable housing covenant. 
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(2) The Code Enforcement Officer may issue warnings or violations, or seek 
other appropriate remedial action, to correct an apparent or actual violation 
of this section. An affordable housing covenant may include its own terms 
for enforcement, violations, and penalties, but it shall not supersede, nullify, 
or prevent any remedial action taken by the Town under its authority in the 
Town Code. 

(3) Fines shall be set forth for violation of any of the provisions of this article; 
violators shall be punished by a civil penalty of not less than $50.00 and not 
more than $200.00 for each violation, plus attorneys’ fees and costs, to be 
recovered on complaint, to the use of the Town. If the Town establishes an 
affordable housing reserve fund, all or part of the civil penalty amount 
collected may be placed in this fund. Each day a violation is committed, or 
permitted to continue, shall constitute a separate violation and shall be fined 
as such. 
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Sec. 45-495. - Schedule of minimum required offstreet parking spaces. 
[section was amended by June 2023 ordinance amendments; not yet updated in Municode] 
 

 Use  Standards  

(1)  Dwelling units  Affordable housing developments—2/3 
of a space per dwelling unit, rounded up 
to the nearest whole number 

  Accessory dwelling units—no spaces 
required 

  All other units—alternately, 2 for the first 
unit, 3 for the second unit, 2 for the third 
unit, and so on 

(2)  Lodging business and motels  1 space for each sleeping room and for each 
person anticipated to be employed on the 
largest shift  

(3)  Home occupation  1 for each employee and customer up to 10 
maximum, not counting residential use  

(4)  Camper park  1 space per site  

(5)  Takeout restaurant  minimum 25 parking spaces plus 1 space 
for each 50 square feet (or fraction thereof) 
of floor space in excess of 900 square feet, 
and 1 space for every exterior table  

(6)  Other restaurants or places serving food  1 space for each 3 seats, permanent or 
otherwise  

(7)  Wholesale or retail sales, or service 
establishment  

1 space for each 150 square feet of retail 
floor area; 1 space for each 100 square feet 
of retail floor area (minimum 10 spaces) for 
marijuana retail stores)  

(8)  Automobile, truck and tractor repair and 
filling stations  

1 parking space for each regular employee 
plus 1 space for each 50 square feet of floor 
area used for service work  

(9)  Public building and professional offices 
(excluding medical and dental offices), 
nonprofit medical marijuana dispensaries  

1 parking space for each 200 square feet, or 
major fraction thereof, of floor area 
exclusive of bulk storage areas  
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(10)  Medical and dental offices  7 parking spaces for each physician, dentist 
or other medical practitioner  

(11)  Commercial and industrial uses not 
specifically enumerated  

1 space for each person employed or 
anticipated to be employed on the largest 
shift  

(12)  Schools  Day nursery—2 parking spaces for each 
nursery room plus 1 space for each adult 
instructor  

  Elementary and junior high schools—1 
parking space for each adult employee plus 
15 parking spaces for each 100 students, or 
major fraction thereof, of total enrollment  

(13)  Theaters, auditoriums, churches, arenas, 
and libraries  

1 parking space for every 4 seats, or for 
every 100 square feet of assemblage space 
if no fixed seats  

(14)  Hospital, sanitariums or nursing homes  1 space for each 500 square feet (or major 
fraction thereof) of floor area, exclusive of 
basement  

(15)  Adequate spaces shall be provided to 
accommodate customers, patrons, and 
employees for permitted uses not listed 
above  

 

 
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 333.3); T.M. of 6-18-2011(6); T.M. of 6-14-2022(3) , art. 26) 
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Short title 
Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – General Provisions and Chapter 45 – Zoning, 
Related to Public Park-and-Ride Lots 
 
Ballot question – Town Meeting and Referendum, November 7, 2023 
ARTICLE #__: Shall an Ordinance entitled “Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – 
General Provisions and Chapter 45 – Zoning, Related to Public Park-and-Ride Lots” be enacted? 
(A copy of this ordinance is available in the Town Clerk’s Office) 
 
Background and rationale 
These ordinance amendments propose to make public park-and-ride facilities allowable within the 
Commercial/Industrial (C/I) zoning district. 
Section 1-2 has a definition of “off-site parking” that enumerates four types of off-site parking 
facilities. A public park-and-ride facility could be one or more of these types – for example, one 
of them is: “Any surface parking lot or parking structure which provides parking spaces for 
passengers of a regularly scheduled shuttle bus service.” Section 45-290, the table of permitted 
and prohibited uses (commonly known as the “land use table”), prohibits off-site parking 
townwide (in every zoning district). Therefore, public park-and-ride facilities are effectively 
banned in town, although the 2009 Comprehensive Plan (see below) recommends them. 
In 2019, a Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) was completed that focused on collaborative planning 
related to the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNSY) and its employees. This partnership involved 
PNSY, the Town of Kittery, the Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission 
(SMPDC), and other municipalities and regional planning organizations in the region, including 
the Town of Eliot. The JLUS describes itself as “an opportunity…to strengthen [this] existing 
partnership, understand and address the issues impacting both the Navy and communities 
throughout the region – especially traffic congestion – and establish a blueprint for mutually 
beneficial actions to support military readiness, and continued community growth and economic 
development” (quote from p. 7). Since the completion of the JLUS report, the partnership has 
stayed in place to focus on implementation of its recommendations. One of the recommendations 
is to establish new regional park-and-ride locations that “could incentivize PNSY drivers to 
consider carpools, vanpools, or transit as a commuting alternative” (p. 86). One of the locations 
that the partners have discussed is Eliot Commons, which has a bus stop for the COAST Route 
100 bus, which serves the Shipyard and makes one trip in the morning and one trip in the afternoon. 
Park-and-ride facilities can serve several different types of trips. People can park there to catch the 
bus, carpool, or vanpool the rest of the way to their destination. Some people might use them to 
drive part of the way but ride a bicycle the rest of the way. They can be used for different trip 
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purposes but are typically focused on serving commutes to employment. A typical objective of 
building a park-and-ride facility is to reduce the amount of single-occupancy car traffic along a 
popular commuter route, relieving traffic congestion. 
The amendments change the land use table to make public park-and-ride facilities allowable, 
subject to Planning Board site plan review, in the C/I zone. They propose a new definition of public 
park-and-ride facility in Section 1-2 relating to use for carpooling, vanpooling, or bus service, or 
to park and ride a bicycle for the last leg of a trip. Under this definition, the facility must be 
primarily oriented toward commute trips and generally open to the public. It can be a lot or a 
structure. The amendments revise the “off-site parking” definition to exempt public park-and-ride 
facilities and make other editorial changes. They create a new Section 45-496 in Article X of 
Chapter 45 (Offstreet Parking and Loading) that includes performance standards and encouraged 
amenities for public park-and-ride facilities, including bicycle parking and electric vehicle 
charging stations. 
The amendments are proposed to address the following recommendation and strategy in the 2009 
Comprehensive Plan: 

“Currently, the Town of Eliot does not have any designated Park and Rides. In fact, the 
Town currently restricts the development of such lots…Currently, the Town of Eliot has 
very limited transit service and the Town does not currently allow Park & Ride Lots in any 
part of Town. For the benefit of the population currently unable to drive (see inventory), 
for the benefit of households that are having a more difficult time stretching their budget 
by paying for increasing gas and oil prices and for the benefit of alleviating peak hour 
traffic, the town may want to actively pursue avenues for increasing transit service and 
allowing Park and Ride lots.” [pp. 77 and 83] 
 
Transportation 
Policy 5: To promote public health, protect natural and cultural resources, and enhance 
livability by managing land use in ways that maximize the efficiency of the transportation 
system and minimize increases in vehicle miles traveled. 
Strategy 1: Revise the current land use standards, as needed, to allow publicly- funded park 
and ride facilities. 
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New text underlined in bold 
Deleted text in strikethrough 
[Text in brackets, bold, and italics introduces a large block of new text:] 
[Text in brackets and italics is a temporary explanatory note] 
 
Sec. 1-2. - Definitions and rules of construction. 
[abridged to only show changes] 
 
 Bicycle means a “bicycle” as defined by 29-A M.R.S.A. §101(9), as may be amended. 
 
[…] 
 Electric vehicle means a vehicle that is solely powered by an electric motor with a 
battery or powered by a combination of both an electric motor and a gasoline engine. 
 
[…] 
 
 

Off-site parking facility means an off-site parking facility is any a facility meeting one or 
more of the following criteria: 

(1) Any surface parking lot or parking structure which provides more than ten parking 
spaces for use by persons who are not visitors to or occupants, customers or employees 
of a use other than parking located on the same lot or a contiguous lot; 

(2) Any surface parking lot or parking structure which charges fees for parking, where such 
fees constitute the primary source of revenue derived from the use of the lot on which 
the parking is located; 

(3) Any surface parking lot or parking structure which provides parking spaces for 
passengers of a regularly scheduled shuttle bus service; 

(4)(3) Any surface parking lot or parking structure which is the only use located on the lot, 
unless the parking is utilized to provide required off street parking for a use on an 
adjacent lot as allowed by section 45-490 or section 45-492 of this Code. 

The term off street off-site parking does not include a long term storage facility approved 
as a storage business. or a public park-and-ride facility. 
 
[…] 
 

Public park-and-ride facility means a parking lot or structure that: 
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(1) provides parking spaces for the vehicles of persons using a bus service, carpool, 
or vanpool, or for persons using a bicycle to complete the last segment of a trip; 

(2) is primarily used for commuting trips, but may occasionally or partially be used 
for trips to special events or other non-commuting trips; 

(3) is owned, leased, maintained, and-or operated by a governmental agency; and, 
(4) is generally open to the public for the above purposes, except it may have 

reasonable restrictions on the hours or days of use and the duration of parking. 
 

[…] 
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Sec. 45-290. - Table of permitted and prohibited uses. 
 
[draft table] 
 
The following table of land uses designates permitted uses by a yes and prohibited uses by a no. 
Any use not listed is a prohibited use. The letters CEO, SPR, and SD are explained in section 45-
402.  
Table of Land Uses 

Land uses  R  S  V  C/I  

Accessory dwelling unit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Agriculture, except animal breeding and care  yes  yes  yes  no  

Animal breeding  yes1  12  SPR1&8  no  

Animal husbandry  yes1  yes1  yes1  no  

Apartment house, see multiple-family dwelling  —  —  —  —  

Apartment, see single-family dwellings  —  —  —  —  

Aquaculture  13  13  SPR8  no  

Assisted living facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Auto graveyards  SPR  no  no  no  

Auto hobbyist storage area  SPR  SPR  no  no  

Auto junkyard  no  no  no  no  

Auto recycling business  9  9  no  SPR  

Auto recycling operation, principal  9  no  no  SPR  

Auto recycling operation, limited  9  9  no  SPR  

Auto repair garages  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Auto service stations  no  9  no  SPR  

Banks  no  no  SPR  SPR  

Bathhouse  11  11  no  no  

Bathing beach  yes  yes  yes  no  

Bed and breakfasts  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
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Boarding homes, see lodging businesses  —  —  —  —  

Boarding kennel  no  no  no  SPR  

Bulk oil fuel tanks  no  no  no  SPR2  

Business office  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Campgrounds  SPR  no  no  no  

Cemeteries  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Child care facility 16 16 16 SPR 
Child care provider, family SPR8 SPR8 SPR8  SPR 
Clearing  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Clinics  no  no  no  SPR  

Clustered housing  SPR  no  no  no  

Commercial adult enterprise  no  no  no  SPR  

Commercial establishment, 2 or more where allowed  -  9  no  SPR  

Earth material removal, less than 100 cubic yards  
100 cubic yards or greater  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

Elderly housing  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Emergency operations  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Equipment storage, trucks, 3 or more  no  no  no  yes  

Essential services  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Expansion of an existing telecommunication 
structure or collocation of antenna on a existing 
telecommunication structure or alternate tower 
structure  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Farm equipment stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  

Fences  yes5  yes5  yes5  yes5  

Firewood sales  yes  13  SPR8  yes  

Fireworks sales  no19  no19  no19  no19  

Forest management, except timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Funeral establishment  no  no  SPR  SPR  

Gambling casino  no  no  no  no  
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Gardening  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Gasoline stations  no  9  no  SPR  

Governmental buildings or uses  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Grain or feed stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  

Harvesting wild crops  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Home business  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8 

Home occupations  10  10  no  no  

Home office  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Hospitals  no  no  no  SPR  

Indoor commercial, recreational and amusement  
facilities  

no  no  no  SPR  

Industrial and business research laboratory  no  no  no  SPR  

Industrial establishments and uses  no  no  no  SPR  

Institutional buildings and uses, indoor  no  9  no  no  

Junkyards  no  no  no  no  

Landfill, dump  no  no  no  no  

Libraries  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Life care facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Lodging businesses, including bed and breakfasts, 
boarding homes or houses, hotels, inns, 
lodginghouses, rooming homes, and the like  

14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Manufacturing  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR  

Marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  

Medical marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  

Mobile home parks  SPR/  
SD7  

SPR/SD7  SPR/SD7  no  

Motel  no  no  no  SPR  

Multiple-family dwelling  no  SPR  SPR  no  

Museums  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
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New construction of telecommunication structure 70 
feet and higher  

9  9  no  SPR  

New construction of telecommunication structure 
less than 70 feet high  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Nurseries, plants  CEO  17  SPR8  no  

Nursing facility  no  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Off-site parking  no  no  no  no  

Outdoor education program yes yes yes yes 

Parks  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Places of worship  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Playgrounds  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Printing plant  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Produce and plants raised locally, seasonal sales  yes  yes  yes  no  

Professional offices  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Public park-and-ride facility no no no SPR 
Public utility facilities  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Recreational facilities, nonintensive  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Recreational use not requiring structures  SPR  yes  yes  no  

Restaurant  9  9  SPR8  SPR  

Restaurant, takeout  no  no  no  SPR  

Retail stores, local, other  18  18  SPR8  SPR  

Road construction  CEO  CEO  CEO  SPR  

Schools  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Sewage disposal systems, private  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Signs, 6 square feet  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Signs, other  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Single-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  

Small wind energy system  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
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Solar energy system, small-scale ground mounted or 
roof-mounted  

CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  

Solar energy system, larger-scale  SPR21  SPR21  no  SPR21  

Surveying and resource analysis  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Truck terminals and storage  no  no  no  SPR  

Two-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  

Veterinary hospital  15  15  No  SPR  

Warehouse  no  no  no  SPR  

Waste containers  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  

Wholesale  no  no  no  SPR  

Wholesale business facilities  no  no  no  SPR  

Youth camp SPR SPR SPR SPR 

Uses similar to allowed uses  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Uses similar to uses requiring a CEO permit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Uses similar to uses requiring a planning board  
permit  

SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

 
*Marijuana establishment and medical marijuana establishment are defined in section 11-3 of this 
Code.  
Notes: 
1. Buildings housing animals shall be no less than 100 feet from property lines.  
2. Each bulk oil fuel tank shall not exceed 50,000 gallons in size and use shall be limited to 
local use only.  
3. Only as an accessory to an allowed principal use on the lot. Must conform to the 
requirements of 45-422, Waste containers.  
4. Individual stores shall not have more than 2,500 square feet of gross floor area, except 
stores located on Route 236 may have up to 5,000 square feet. Customer sales areas shall be 
confined to one floor.  
5. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-423.  
6. See section 45-192(b) for an exception on accessory uses and structures.  
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7. See division 2 of article V of chapter 41 of this Code for specific areas where mobile home 
parks are allowed.  
8. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-456.1 Home business.  
9. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
10. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
11. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"CEO" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
12. Use is "SPR 1 & 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR 1" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial 
properties.  
13. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "yes" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
14. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
15. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties 
in accordance with Sec. 33-175(a). Overnight boarding and outdoor kenneling of animals is 
prohibited in the rural and suburban zoning districts.  
16. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties. 
17. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "CEO" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
18. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR 
4" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
19. See chapter 12 for additional regulations pertaining to the sale and use of fireworks.  
20. Must conform to the requirements of section 33-190. Marijuana establishments and 
medical marijuana establishments may only be authorized as principal uses, and not as accessory 
uses.  
21. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462.  
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 207); T.M. of 12-15-93; Amend. of 3-25-95; T.M. of 3-27-99(1), § 
5; Ord. of 3-25-00(1); T.M. of 3-16-02, (art. 3), (art. 4); T.M. of 6-19-01, (art. 6), (art. 7); T.M. of 
11-5-02; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 3-20-04; T.M. of 6-14-08; T.M. of 6-12-
2010(3); T.M. of 6-18-2011(6); T.M. of 11-8-2011; T.M. of 6-16-2012(1); T.M. of 6-16-2012(2); 
T.M. of 11-5-2019(5); T.M. of 7-14-2020(5) ; T.M. of 6-8-2021(2) , art. 33; T.M. of 6-8-2021(4) 
, art. 31; T.M. of 11-2-2021(4) , art. 5; T.M. of 6-14-2022(2) , art. 25) 
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Cross reference(s)—Review procedures and standards for site review requirements in the zoning 
table of uses, § 33-56 et seq.  
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[add a new section:] 
 

Sec. 45-496. - Public park-and-ride facilities. 
(a) A public park-and-ride facility may be created through the conversion or 

designation of existing off-street parking spaces for park-and-ride use if the 
applicant demonstrates that, after the conversion or designation, enough parking 
spaces remain for all uses on the lot, pursuant to this article. 

(b) Public park-and-ride facilities are encouraged to provide the following features 
and amenities, if warranted: 

(1) Pedestrian access to a stop for a regular bus service if the stop is within 
200 feet of the facility 

(2) A bicycle rack that provides secure parking for up to five (5) bicycles 
(3) One or more electric vehicle charging stations 
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Planning Board recommends ________ (#-#) 
Select Board recommends ________ (#-#) 
 
DRAFT for August 1, 2023 Planning Board review 
 
Short title 
Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – General Provisions and Chapter 45 – Zoning, 
Related to Grocery Stores 
 
Ballot question – Town Meeting and Referendum, November 7, 2023 
ARTICLE #__: Shall an Ordinance entitled “Proposed Town Code Amendments of Chapter 1 – 
General Provisions and Chapter 45 – Zoning, Related to Grocery Stores” be enacted? 
(A copy of this ordinance is available in the Town Clerk’s Office) 
 
Background and rationale 
These ordinance amendments propose to define grocery stores in Section 1-2 of the Town Code 
and add a row for grocery stores to the table of permitted and prohibited uses in Section 45-290 
(also commonly known as the “land use table”). 
Currently, a grocery store is listed as one type of “commercial establishment” under Section 1-2, 
but the land use table only lists “commercial establishment” with the qualifier, “2 or more where 
allowed”. The land use table also has a row for “retail sales, local, other”, which allows retail stores 
– subject to Planning Board site plan review (“SPR” in the land use table) – in the 
commercial/industrial (C/I) zone, in the Suburban and Rural zones for properties that abut Route 
236, or otherwise as a home business. Retail stores in the Suburban and Rural zones on properties 
abutting Route 236 are limited to 5,000 square feet of gross floor area (GFA) with customer sales 
confined to one floor. Where uses are only allowed as home businesses (and subject to Planning 
Board site plan review), the land use table labels them “SPR 8” uses, referring to the table footnote 
that references the performance standards for home businesses. 
The amendments would make grocery stores SPR uses in the C/I zone and assign a “16” for 
grocery stores in the Rural and Suburban zones, referring to footnote 16. This means that they 
would be SPR uses for properties abutting Route 236, but they would no longer face the 5,000 
square feet of GFA limitation. That limitation would remain for “retail stores, local, other” – 
effectively carving out grocery stores from this size limitation for other types of retail stores. 
Grocery stores would be prohibited on other properties in these two zones. The amendments also 
prohibit grocery stores in the Village zone, which does not touch Route 236. 
The proposed new definition of “grocery store” seeks to differentiate it from other commercial 
establishments that might sell similar items as a grocery store, e.g. a restaurant that retails a limited 
number of grocery items or store that sells a limited number of items, e.g. a convenience store 
(though “convenience store” is not defined in Section 1-2). It would also clearly differentiate 
“grocery store” from locally-grown food sales, which are defined and made broadly allowable by 
other sections of the Town Code.  
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While these amendments would not make grocery stores “SPR 8” uses, the Town Code would 
continue to allow broad opportunities for home-based sales of food items under other use 
categories. As described above, there is a “by right” allowance for seasonal sales of locally-grown 
and -produced food, agriculture, and animal husbandry, meaning these uses (when outside of the 
shoreland zone) can generally be pursued without Planning Board or Code Enforcement Officer 
approval. Also, Section 45-456.1(h) – which has the home business performance standards – 
allows on-site sales of merchandise and products that are “are created, grown, built, or substantially 
altered as part of the home businesses” as well as on-site sales of merchandise and products that 
are “customarily incidental” to the former. 
The amendments also make an editorial change to Section 45-495, with grocery stores facing the 
same parking requirement (1 space per 150 square feet) as most other retail uses.  
The amendments are consistent with the following goals and policies of the 2009 Comprehensive 
Plan: 
Economy 
Goal: To promote an economic climate, which increases sustainable and well- paying job 
opportunities, and overall economic well being. 

Policy #1. Continue to support broad-based community economic development activity, 
reflecting community desires and the community’s role in the region 

Strategy #3. Consider zoning changes and/or incentives to promote the 
development of essential service- type businesses in Eliot (banks, food stores, 
pharmacies, hardware stores, etc.)… 
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New text underlined in bold 
Deleted text in strikethrough 
[Text in brackets, bold, and italics introduces a large block of new text:] 
[Text in brackets and italics is a temporary explanatory note] 
 
Sec. 1-2. - Definitions and rules of construction. 
[abridged to only show changes] 
 
[…] 
 

Grocery store means a retail store that devotes a minimum of eighty percent of its total 
gross floor area to the display and sale of food products for human consumption and typical 
non-food household products. Outdoor areas reserved for regular display of groceries shall 
be included in this calculation. Grocery stores may be differentiated from other commercial 
establishments that sell similar products by several characteristics, including, but not 
necessarily limited to: 

1) The proportion of business activity or area of the lot (or unit, if the grocery store 
is on a lot with multiple commercial establishments) devoted to the display and 
sales of groceries relative to other products or services. For example, a restaurant 
or takeout restaurant that also sells a limited number of groceries is not 
necessarily a grocery store. 

2) The variety and volume of products and brands available. For example, a retail 
store may offer a variety of grocery items, but it typically does not offer a wide 
variety of brands, sizes, or variations of such items and is not necessarily a grocery 
store. 

3) Where the products were grown, processed, or produced. For example, local food 
(Section 14-22) and seasonal sales of produce and plants raised locally (Section 1-
2) are defined and allowed elsewhere in this Code, and these uses are 
presumptively not grocery stores. 

 
 

[…] 
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Sec. 45-290. - Table of permitted and prohibited uses. 
 
[draft table] 
 
The following table of land uses designates permitted uses by a yes and prohibited uses by a no. 
Any use not listed is a prohibited use. The letters CEO, SPR, and SD are explained in section 45-
402.  
Table of Land Uses 

Land uses  R  S  V  C/I  

Accessory dwelling unit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Agriculture, except animal breeding and care  yes  yes  yes  no  

Animal breeding  yes1  12  SPR1&8  no  

Animal husbandry  yes1  yes1  yes1  no  

Apartment house, see multiple-family dwelling  —  —  —  —  

Apartment, see single-family dwellings  —  —  —  —  

Aquaculture  13  13  SPR8  no  

Assisted living facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Auto graveyards  SPR  no  no  no  

Auto hobbyist storage area  SPR  SPR  no  no  

Auto junkyard  no  no  no  no  

Auto recycling business  9  9  no  SPR  

Auto recycling operation, principal  9  no  no  SPR  

Auto recycling operation, limited  9  9  no  SPR  

Auto repair garages  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Auto service stations  no  9  no  SPR  

Banks  no  no  SPR  SPR  

Bathhouse  11  11  no  no  

Bathing beach  yes  yes  yes  no  

Bed and breakfasts  14  14  SPR8  SPR  
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Boarding homes, see lodging businesses  —  —  —  —  

Boarding kennel  no  no  no  SPR  

Bulk oil fuel tanks  no  no  no  SPR2  

Business office  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Campgrounds  SPR  no  no  no  

Cemeteries  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Child care facility 16 16 16 SPR 
Child care provider, family SPR8 SPR8 SPR8  SPR 
Clearing  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Clinics  no  no  no  SPR  

Clustered housing  SPR  no  no  no  

Commercial adult enterprise  no  no  no  SPR  

Commercial establishment, 2 or more where allowed  -  9  no  SPR  

Earth material removal, less than 100 cubic yards  
100 cubic yards or greater  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

yes  
SPR  

Elderly housing  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Emergency operations  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Equipment storage, trucks, 3 or more  no  no  no  yes  

Essential services  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Expansion of an existing telecommunication 
structure or collocation of antenna on a existing 
telecommunication structure or alternate tower 
structure  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Farm equipment stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  

Fences  yes5  yes5  yes5  yes5  

Firewood sales  yes  13  SPR8  yes  

Fireworks sales  no19  no19  no19  no19  

Forest management, except timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Funeral establishment  no  no  SPR  SPR  

Gambling casino  no  no  no  no  
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Gardening  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Gasoline stations  no  9  no  SPR  

Governmental buildings or uses  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Grain or feed stores  SPR  10  no  SPR  

Grocery store 16 16 no SPR 
Harvesting wild crops  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Home business  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8 

Home occupations  10  10  no  no  

Home office  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Hospitals  no  no  no  SPR  

Indoor commercial, recreational and amusement  
facilities  

no  no  no  SPR  

Industrial and business research laboratory  no  no  no  SPR  

Industrial establishments and uses  no  no  no  SPR  

Institutional buildings and uses, indoor  no  9  no  no  

Junkyards  no  no  no  no  

Landfill, dump  no  no  no  no  

Libraries  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Life care facility  no  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  SPR/SD  

Lodging businesses, including bed and breakfasts, 
boarding homes or houses, hotels, inns, 
lodginghouses, rooming homes, and the like  

14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Manufacturing  SPR8  SPR8  SPR8  SPR  

Marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  

Medical marijuana establishment*  no  no  no  SPR20  

Mobile home parks  SPR/  
SD7  

SPR/SD7  SPR/SD7  no  

Motel  no  no  no  SPR  

Multiple-family dwelling  no  SPR  SPR  no  

Museums  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  
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New construction of telecommunication structure 70 
feet and higher  

9  9  no  SPR  

New construction of telecommunication structure 
less than 70 feet high  

CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Nurseries, plants  CEO  17  SPR8  no  

Nursing facility  no  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Off-site parking  no  no  no  no  

Outdoor education program yes yes yes yes 

Parks  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Places of worship  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Playgrounds  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Printing plant  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Produce and plants raised locally, seasonal sales  yes  yes  yes  no  

Professional offices  14  14  SPR8  SPR  

Public utility facilities  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Recreational facilities, nonintensive  SPR  SPR  SPR  no  

Recreational use not requiring structures  SPR  yes  yes  no  

Restaurant  9  9  SPR8  SPR  

Restaurant, takeout  no  no  no  SPR  

Retail stores, local, other  18  18  SPR8  SPR  

Road construction  CEO  CEO  CEO  SPR  

Schools  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Sewage disposal systems, private  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Signs, 6 square feet  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Signs, other  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Single-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  

Small wind energy system  SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

Solar energy system, small-scale ground mounted or 
roof-mounted  

CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  CEO21  
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Solar energy system, larger-scale  SPR21  SPR21  no  SPR21  

Surveying and resource analysis  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Timber harvesting  yes  yes  yes  yes  

Truck terminals and storage  no  no  no  SPR  

Two-family dwellings  CEO  CEO  CEO  no6  

Veterinary hospital  15  15  No  SPR  

Warehouse  no  no  no  SPR  

Waste containers  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  CEO3  

Wholesale  no  no  no  SPR  

Wholesale business facilities  no  no  no  SPR  

Youth camp SPR SPR SPR SPR 

Uses similar to allowed uses  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Uses similar to uses requiring a CEO permit  CEO  CEO  CEO  CEO  

Uses similar to uses requiring a planning board  
permit  

SPR  SPR  SPR  SPR  

 
*Marijuana establishment and medical marijuana establishment are defined in section 11-3 of this 
Code.  
Notes: 
1. Buildings housing animals shall be no less than 100 feet from property lines.  
2. Each bulk oil fuel tank shall not exceed 50,000 gallons in size and use shall be limited to 
local use only.  
3. Only as an accessory to an allowed principal use on the lot. Must conform to the 
requirements of 45-422, Waste containers.  
4. Individual stores shall not have more than 2,500 square feet of gross floor area, except 
stores located on Route 236 may have up to 5,000 square feet. Customer sales areas shall be 
confined to one floor.  
5. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-423.  
6. See section 45-192(b) for an exception on accessory uses and structures.  
7. See division 2 of article V of chapter 41 of this Code for specific areas where mobile home 
parks are allowed.  
8. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-456.1 Home business.  
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9. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
10. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
11. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"CEO" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
12. Use is "SPR 1 & 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR 1" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial 
properties.  
13. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "yes" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
14. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties.  
15. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) non-commercial properties 
in accordance with Sec. 33-175(a). Overnight boarding and outdoor kenneling of animals is 
prohibited in the rural and suburban zoning districts.  
16. Use is prohibited unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is 
"SPR" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties. 
17. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "CEO" 
and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
18. Use is "SPR 8" unless property abuts Route 236. If property abuts Route 236, use is "SPR 
4" and must be visually screened from abutting (same street side) noncommercial properties.  
19. See chapter 12 for additional regulations pertaining to the sale and use of fireworks.  
20. Must conform to the requirements of section 33-190. Marijuana establishments and 
medical marijuana establishments may only be authorized as principal uses, and not as accessory 
uses.  
21. Must conform to the requirements of section 45-462.  
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 207); T.M. of 12-15-93; Amend. of 3-25-95; T.M. of 3-27-99(1), § 
5; Ord. of 3-25-00(1); T.M. of 3-16-02, (art. 3), (art. 4); T.M. of 6-19-01, (art. 6), (art. 7); T.M. of 
11-5-02; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 11-4-03; T.M. of 3-20-04; T.M. of 6-14-08; T.M. of 6-12-
2010(3); T.M. of 6-18-2011(6); T.M. of 11-8-2011; T.M. of 6-16-2012(1); T.M. of 6-16-2012(2); 
T.M. of 11-5-2019(5); T.M. of 7-14-2020(5) ; T.M. of 6-8-2021(2) , art. 33; T.M. of 6-8-2021(4) 
, art. 31; T.M. of 11-2-2021(4) , art. 5; T.M. of 6-14-2022(2) , art. 25) 
Cross reference(s)—Review procedures and standards for site review requirements in the zoning 
table of uses, § 33-56 et seq.  
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Sec. 45-495. – Schedule of minimum required off-street parking spaces. 
 
[draft table] 
 

 Use  Standards  

(1)  Dwelling units  alternately, 2 for the first unit, 3 for the 
second unit, 2 for the third unit, and so on  

(2)  Lodging business and motels  1 space for each sleeping room and for each 
person anticipated to be employed on the 
largest shift  

(3)  Home occupation  1 for each employee and customer up to 10 
maximum, not counting residential use  

(4)  Camper park  1 space per site  

(5)  Takeout restaurant  minimum 25 parking spaces plus 1 space 
for each 50 square feet (or fraction thereof) 
of floor space in excess of 900 square feet, 
and 1 space for every exterior table  

(6)  Other restaurants or places serving food  1 space for each 3 seats, permanent or 
otherwise  

(7)  Wholesale or retail sales, grocery store, or 
service establishment  

1 space for each 150 square feet of retail 
floor area; 1 space for each 100 square feet 
of retail floor area (minimum 10 spaces) for 
marijuana retail stores)  

(8)  Automobile, truck and tractor repair and 
filling stations  

1 parking space for each regular employee 
plus 1 space for each 50 square feet of floor 
area used for service work  

(9)  Public building and professional offices 
(excluding medical and dental offices), 
nonprofit medical marijuana dispensaries  

1 parking space for each 200 square feet, or 
major fraction thereof, of floor area 
exclusive of bulk storage areas  

(10)  Medical and dental offices  7 parking spaces for each physician, dentist 
or other medical practitioner  

(11)  Commercial and industrial uses not 
specifically enumerated  

1 space for each person employed or 
anticipated to be employed on the largest 
shift  
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(12)  Schools  Child care center—2 parking spaces for 
each child care room plus 1 space for each 
adult instructor  

  Family child care provider—See Section 
45-456.1 

  Elementary and junior high schools—1 
parking space for each adult employee plus 
15 parking spaces for each 100 students, or 
major fraction thereof, of total enrollment  

(13)  Theaters, auditoriums, churches, arenas, 
and libraries  

1 parking space for every 4 seats, or for 
every 100 square feet of assemblage space 
if no fixed seats  

(14)  Hospital, sanitariums or nursing homes  1 space for each 500 square feet (or major 
fraction thereof) of floor area, exclusive of 
basement  

(15)  Adequate spaces shall be provided to 
accommodate customers, patrons, and 
employees for permitted uses not listed 
above  

 

 
(T.M. of 11-2-82; T.M. of 6-26-85; T.M. of 11-23-85; T.M. of 11-4-86; T.M. of 4-21-87; T.M. of 
3-19-88; T.M. of 12-20-89, (§ 333.3); T.M. of 6-18-2011(6); T.M. of 6-14-2022(3) , art. 26) 
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ITEM 1 - ROLL CALL 1 
 2 
Present: Carmela Braun – Chair, Jeff Leathe – Vice Chair, Christine Bennett – Secretary, 3 
Jim Latter, Suzanne O’Connor, and Paul Shiner. 4 
  5 
Also Present: Jeff Brubaker, Town Planner. 6 
 7 
Voting members: Carmela Braun, Jeff Leathe, Christine Bennett, Jim Latter, and Suzanne 8 
O’Connor. 9 
 10 

ITEM 2 – PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 11 
 12 
ITEM 3 – MOMENT OF SILENCE 13 
 14 
ITEM 4 – 10-MINUTE PUBLIC INPUT SESSION 15 

 16 
There was no public input. 17 
 18 

ITEM 5 – REVIEW AND APPROVE MINUTES 19 
 20 
Mr. Latter moved, second by Ms. O’Connor, to approve the minutes of April 18, 2023, as 21 
amended. 22 

VOTE 23 
5-0 24 
Motion approved 25 

 26 
ITEM 6 – NOTICE OF DECISION 27 

 28 
NOTE: Ms. Braun recused herself from this review and appointed Mr. Leathe as Chair. 29 
 30 
NOTE: Mr. Leathe said that the applicant requested this be reviewed at tonight’s 31 
meeting. 32 
 33 
0 Bolt Hill Road, PB22-21: Village at Great Brook Subdivision 34 
 35 
Mr. Latter moved, second by Ms. Bennett, that the Planning Board accept the 36 
Notice of Decision for PB22-21 After-the-Fact Amendment to Existing Subdivision 37 
Plan Hybrid Subdivision Review for Village at Great Brook Subdivision, as 38 
amended. 39 

VOTE 40 
4-0 41 
Motion approved 42 

 43 
Mr. Leathe said that a Notice of Decision can be appealed to the Board of Appeals within 44 
30 days of the last public hearing. In this case, that exceeded that time so an appeal would 45 
be outside of the ordinance. 46 
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 47 
At this time, Ms. Braun came back to the Board as Chair. 48 
 49 

ITEM 7 – PUBLIC HEARING 50 
 51 
There were no public hearings 52 
 53 

ITEM 8 – NEW BUSINESS 54 
 55 
A. PB23-06: 18 Cole Street (M1/Lot143), Shoreland Zoning Permit Application – 56 

Seasonal Float Expansion. 57 
 58 
Received: March 22, 2023  59 
1st Heard: May 16, 2023 (sketch plan review/completeness) 60 
2nd Heard: _____, 2023  61 
Public Hearing: _____, 2023 62 
Site Walk: N/A  63 
Approval: _____, 2023 64 
 65 
Ms. (Kuerstin) Fordham, Construction Administrator, was present for this application. 66 
 67 
Mr. Brubaker said that there is an existing pier system there so it’s actually a 6’X24’ 68 
extension on the existing float to allow for the existing vessel to be moored with the 69 
current to eliminate damage from the vessel banging up against the existing float with the 70 
current perpendicular. The NRPA application and Army Corps application have been 71 
submitted and these are both in your packet. The type of review needed is an initial 72 
review but the PB may consider a completeness determination tonight. I do my usual pier 73 
performance standard review in my staff report and it appears that all applicable 74 
standards are met. My recommendation is to deem the application complete and set a 75 
public hearing and waive the site walk. 76 
 77 
Ms. Fordham said that the only thing I have to add is that I did have to reply to the State 78 
with a request for more information. I did that and made copies for you folks. I had to put 79 
in the pile driving (construction sequence) agreement which is going to locate the new 80 
float and two more least-impacting (post-construction) supporting statements. Copies 81 
were given to the PB and I will add them to the attachment page. The drawing has not 82 
changed. 83 
 84 
Mr. Leathe asked for the status of the NRPA and Army Corps applications. 85 
 86 
Ms. Fordham said that the DEP NRPA application is in review. We just turned the 87 
amendments to it in last week. The Army Corps, from what I understand, was accepted as 88 
complete. 89 
 90 
Ms. Braun asked if the applicant is anticipating any problems because they are asking for 91 
additional information. 92 
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 93 
Ms. Fordham said no. I think they just wanted me to give them two more reasons why it’s 94 
least impacting, to be honest with you. 95 
 96 
Ms. Bennett commented that it makes logical sense with the ripping tide that we have. 97 
 98 
Ms. Braun asked if we are ready to say this is complete. 99 
 100 
The PB agreed that they were. 101 
 102 
Ms. Bennet moved, second by Mr. Leathe, that the Planning Board find PB23-06, 103 
Shoreland Zoning Permit Application - seasonal float expansion, 18 Cole Street, 104 
complete. 105 

VOTE 106 
5-0 107 
Motion approved 108 

 109 
The PB set the Public Hearing for June 6, 2023. 110 
 111 
B. PB23-07: 708 River Road (M50/29), Residential Subdivision (4 Lots) – Sketch 112 

Plan 113 
 114 
Received: March 16, 2023  115 
1st Heard: May 16, 2023 (sketch plan review) 116 
2nd Heard: _____, 2023  117 
Public Hearing: _____, 2023 118 
Site Walk: N/A  119 
Approval: _____, 2023 120 
 121 
NOTE: Mr. Latter said that I don’t actually have a relationship with Mr. Newsom. He 122 
represented the seller when I bought my home. I just wanted to disclose that to you, as a 123 
Board. 124 
 125 
Ms. Braun asked Mr. Latter if he felt he could be unbiased in the discussion and decision 126 
with this application. 127 
 128 
Mr. Latter said absolutely. I didn’t recognize it until I sat here and recognized the face. 129 
 130 
Ms. Braun thanked him for disclosing that. 131 
 132 
Mr. (Wyatt) Page, Attar Engineering, Inc., and Mr. Newsom were present for this 133 
application. 134 
 135 
Mr. Brubaker said that this is a 17.1-acre parcel proposed to be divided into four 136 
residential lots. One lot would contain the existing dwelling unit and barn. There would 137 
be three new residential lots created with single-family homes. Shown on the sketch plan, 138 
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there would also be a 1.7-acre open space lot. Then, the remainder of the land would 139 
essentially serve as a sixth resultant lot. The minimum lot size has been met for the 140 
proposed residential lots. Actually, a little bit bigger than two acres. The open space lot is 141 
less than two acres and would not be buildable. The minimum street frontage is met for 142 
the four residential lots. It’s 150 feet in that zoning district. The sketch plan has the 143 
setback line and dimensions shown and there are soil test results in your packet. By the 144 
way, I think there might be two sketch plans in your packet. One is a more updated 145 
version so, if there is any confusion there, just look for the one that is more updated in 146 
terms of the date. Since the new lots would be served by a septic system, the soils report 147 
show, I believe, Class C and D soils, with ground water depth at 10” to 24”, there may be 148 
a discussion the PB may want to have with the applicant about soil suitability for septic 149 
on the proposed lots. There are forested wetlands in the interior of the parcel but the three 150 
new house sites with three new lots are proposed to be up front by the road, each with 151 
their own driveway onto Goodwin Road. The location maps are in your packet. This is 152 
right at the northern bend of Goodwin Road. Regarding reservation of land, we did this 153 
with Clover Farm Subdivision. It doesn’t need to be decided tonight but it is something to 154 
think about. The PB can require reservation of parks and recreation land on-site of the 155 
subdivision or waive that with payment-in-lieu. I would just note that there should be an 156 
E in there – Murray Rowe Park and is within a ½ mile aerial distance of this. The 157 
proposed lots are larger than the minimum lots size, and they are kind of narrow and 158 
deep, but there are some other lots along River Road that are similar to that, with regard 159 
to the standard in §41-255. The property is not in a flood zone. 160 
 161 
Mr. Page said that I don’t have anything to add. Mr. Brubaker covered it. 162 
 163 
Ms. Braun said that the sketch plan that I have is dated April 27th and asked if that was 164 
the most recent sketch plan. 165 
 166 
Mr. Page said that I believe it would be 4/27. 167 
 168 
Ms. Bennett said that what was attached to the Attar submission is 2/16, which we should 169 
disregard, right. And what was attached to the application is the 4/27. 170 
 171 
Mr. Page said yes. 172 
 173 
Ms. Bennett said that one of my first questions has to do with the configuration of the 174 
lots, that they are very long and thin and, for the three new lots, a majority of it is 175 
wetlands. I’m wondering what led to that configuration. 176 
 177 
Mr. Page said that the general shape of the lots was contingent on the frontage, that we 178 
have to meet 150-foot frontage. If you look at the one marked Lot 1, there is also a barn, 179 
which is very close to the setback, and we had to keep the width of the lot fairly narrow 180 
to make sure that lot had room to retain that barn. Then, as I understand it, the applicants 181 
wanted to keep the size of the lots as large as possible; that I believe had a proposition 182 
that was mentioned in Mr. Brubaker’s slides about the open space, as well. 183 
 184 
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Mr. Leathe said that the HHE220 in my packet from Mr. Cuomo doesn’t seem to have a 185 
date. 186 
 187 
Ms. Braun added that there is no data in it, at all. 188 
 189 
Mr. Page commented that that’s interesting. I did bring one that does have the data on it. 190 
He shared it with the PB. 191 
 192 
Copies were made for the PB. 193 
 194 
Mr. Leathe said that my question was regarding Class C soils under §41-218, ground 195 
water depth is 10” to 24” in the thirteen test pits. It does bring up the question of soil 196 
suitability. 197 
 198 
Mr. Page said that I can’t speak much to Mr. Cuomo’s determination on suitability of the 199 
soils for subsurface wastewater disposal systems. As far as we’re concerned, the 200 
prerequisite that he holds the test pits to, they all passed. I’m afraid I can’t really speak on  201 
it much further than that. Is there any particular metric that we should be looking at. 202 
 203 
Mr. Leathe said that it might be helpful to hear from Mr. Cuomo; that it is a wet area 204 
that’s close to the river and it seems like the land water level is relatively high there. 205 
 206 
Mr. Page said that he could look into that. 207 
 208 
Ms. O’Connor said that I am curious about the other piece of land that isn’t spoken to, the 209 
sixth lot. That isn’t part of the subdivision. 210 
 211 
Mr. Page said that that is not part of the subdivision. 212 
 213 
Mr. Newsom said that there is no sixth parcel. 214 
 215 
A brief recess was taken. 216 
 217 
Mr. Page said that, in our first submission, we had indicated that that parcel was not 218 
owned by the applicant. Through some back-and-forth we circled back that it is and Mr. 219 
Newsom is here to clarify that that parcel is, in fact, owned by the previous owner. 220 
 221 
Mr. Newsom agreed, saying that Mrs. White owned the property. She had sold 10 acres 222 
to Mr. Cole, who is there now, and I bought the 17 remaining acres. So there was never a 223 
sixth parcel. What we’re proposing is our 4 lot and the additional open space of 1.7. 224 
 225 
Ms. Braun said that the open space is in the back part of the property. 226 
 227 
Mr. Newsom agreed. That other parcel has nothing to do with us. The Town GIS shows it 228 
all as one lot, currently. 229 
 230 
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Mr. Brubaker said that the other lot is Map 50/Lot29, which was sold off. 231 
 232 
Mr. Newsom said yes. 10.96 acres that he purchased. 233 
 234 
Ms. Bennett said that Mrs. White retained the 17 acres that she then conveyed to you. 235 
 236 
Mr. Newsom said that we purchased the 17 acres. 237 
 238 
Mr. Page said that, currently according to the GIS, they are the same lot. 239 
 240 
Ms. O’Connor said that, in the overview, it does say “the remainder of the land resulting 241 
in a sixth resultant lot.” So, that language needs to be updated in the summary (Planner’s 242 
memo). 243 
 244 
Mr. Page said that this proposal is the primary residential lot with the house and barn, 245 
three additional residential lots, and the open space lot. 246 
 247 
Ms. O’Connor said that that utilizes the full property owned by you. 248 
 249 
Mr. Newsom said that it does. 250 
 251 
Mr. Shiner said that I am looking at the numbers from the subsurface wastewater disposal 252 
application (HHE220) and the groundwater heights that were mentioned. Is there any 253 
guidance you can give us in terms of what you’re planning on doing with septic. 254 
 255 
Mr. Page said that we don’t have any proposals for this at this current time. As we 256 
mentioned earlier, we’re going to get more of a statement on the suitability from Mr. 257 
Cuomo, who would be able to speak to this more fully. As far as what we plan to do with 258 
subsurface wastewater disposal, we don’t currently have anything; that that will be 259 
coming further in the preliminary stage. 260 
 261 
Ms. Bennett asked about what the intention is regarding the reserved open space at the 262 
rear of the property. 263 
 264 
Mr. Newsom said that my understanding is that that was going to be required of the PB. 265 
If the PB chooses not to do that, we would like to go back into the parcels, which then 266 
become a little over 4 acres each. 267 
 268 
Mr. Shiner asked if there was access to that parcel. 269 
 270 
Mr. Newsom said that it is landlocked, behind the four lots. 271 
 272 
Mr. Latter asked who that lot would be owned by. 273 
 274 
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Mr. Newsom said it would be the four lots, in common. Our preference would be not to 275 
do that and have four lots of 4+ acres each but it was my understanding that that was 276 
going to be a requirement of the PB as had been done at the property on Main Street. 277 
 278 
Mr. Leathe said that, when you look at this diagram, what is to the east of that. 279 
 280 
Mr. Newsom said that it is mostly woods. It doesn’t go all the way to the road on the far 281 
side. 282 
 283 
Ms. Braun asked if there were any more questions. 284 
 285 
There were none. 286 
 287 
Ms. Braun said that you have some work to do and you know, pretty much, what we 288 
need. As soon as you get all of that, contact Ms. Tackett and we will get you back on the 289 
schedule for a continued sketch plan review. 290 
 291 
Mr. Page said that, if this is a continued sketch plan review, I’m a little unclear on what 292 
you are looking for. 293 
 294 
Ms. Braun said that we need the additional information on soil suitability and we have to 295 
look further at this open space business. I will point out that we are following the 296 
submission deadlines that are posted on the web site, so, be aware. We will accept 297 
nothing last minute. 298 
 299 

ITEM 9 – OLD BUSINESS 300 
 301 
A. PB23-4: 2077 State Road, Raitt Farm Museum (M87/L1), Site Plan Review – 302 

Day Nursery 303 
 304 
Received: March 16, 2023  305 
1st Heard: April 18, 2023 (sketch plan review) 306 
2nd Heard: May 16, 2023  307 
3rd Heard: _____, 2023 308 
Public Hearing: _____, 2023 309 
Site Walk: N/A  310 
Approval: _____, 2023 311 
 312 
Ms. (Jessica) Labbe, applicant, was present for this application. 313 
 314 
Ms. Braun said that we did have a site walk on Saturday. Ms. Bennett was kind enough to 315 
take the minutes and asked that she read them for the record. 316 
 317 
Ms. Bennett said that the PB held a site walk on May 13th at 8AM at 2077 State Road, the 318 
Raitt Farm Homestead Museum. In attendance were PB members Ms. Braun, Mr. Leathe, 319 
myself, Ms. O’Connor, and Mr. Shiner; the applicant, Ms. Labbe of Village Nest Co-op, 320 
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LLC and one of our staff members, Sebastian Dubois, along with Ryan Fowler, who is 321 
the vice president of the Raitt Homestead Farm Museum. An abutter, Mr. Devito was 322 
present and he was representing the related owners of three contiguous properties to the 323 
applicant’s subject parcel. The site walk started at the parking lot on State Road and 324 
followed a path along the fenced field to the location to where the applicant has storage 325 
structures and sanitary facilities for the children, which comprised toileting and hand-326 
washing. The staff use a rented chemical port-o-potty adjacent to the farmhouse. The 327 
applicant and her staff member described what the children bring with them – food, 328 
water, extra clothing – and what the program provides - extra clothing, first aid 329 
equipment, and materials for activities. They demonstrated where the children nap and do 330 
activities as well as point out the trails into the wooded area where other activities take 331 
place. They discussed safety protocols, daily site check for hazards, use of walkie talkies, 332 
and hourly head counts, and emergency plans in the event of threatening weather. They 333 
also offered that the staff were required to complete four hours of active supervision 334 
training three times per year. The applicant shared that the Maine Department of Health 335 
and Human Services (DHHS) will be conducting a site visit and inspection subject to PB 336 
approval of her application. The applicant described how the program is run, student-to-337 
staff ratios, typically ten students per two staff, and activities for different ages. Very 338 
young children do not go further into the forest for activities. Weather-related 339 
cancellations follow the SAD35 decisions. Everyone present walked to the furthest point 340 
of the applicant’s ten-acre leasehold in the west-northwest portion of the property to 341 
inspect the boundary with abutters. Mr. Devito related concerns that his relatives have 342 
about children leaving the Raitt property; that there is a pond and beehives, and other 343 
features, beyond the tree line which could be an attractive and hazardous nuisance. There 344 
was discussion about the existing fence on the property line, supervision of the children, 345 
and the request that the program not bring the children to within sight of the adjacent 346 
property. The site walk adjourned at approximately 8:40AM. If anyone has anything they 347 
want to add to that, please let me know. 348 
 349 
Ms. Braun asked if anyone had any questions for Ms. Labbe. Are we all set with 350 
everything. We do have a number of waivers to address. Based on the activities that will 351 
go one, I think they are warranted. How does everyone feel about that. 352 
 353 
Ms. Bennett asked if we want to entertain the notion of public comment at this point. 354 
 355 
The PB said yes. 356 
 357 
Ms. Bennett said that they were submitted to us in writing at the last meeting. 358 
 359 
7PM - There was a 2-minute recess as copies were made. 360 
 361 
Ms. Braun asked if the PB would like to discuss the waiver requests after the PB review 362 
the abutter submissions. 363 
 364 
Ms. Bennett said that I think it would be fine to discuss the waivers at this time. She 365 
suggested the PB go through each one. 366 
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 367 
§4.1.1 (larger scale sketch plan provided) 368 
 369 
Ms. Bennett said that I think that is fine. She commented that it looks like the applicant 370 
took an existing survey and then delineated the area that represents the applicant’s lease. 371 
 372 
Ms. Labbe agreed. 373 
 374 
Ms. Bennett said that this somewhat relates to the next request for waiver - §4.1.2 (not 375 
provided survey plan). You kind of did, which to my mind, is better. It’s easy for us to 376 
read and understand. The one thing I would love, if you could do to that plan, is put a 377 
north arrow on it because, when I was trying to write up the site walk, it was difficult to 378 
orient the property. 379 
 380 
Ms. Labbe said that she would add that. 381 
 382 
§4.1.4 (did not provide contours) 383 
 384 
Ms. Bennett said that I think this one would be appropriate to waive because they aren’t 385 
proposing any construction so it doesn’t seem that contours are relevant to the proposal. 386 
 387 
§4.1.6 (no stormwater drainage plan provided) 388 
 389 
Ms. Braun said that they are not doing anything that would necessitate doing that kind of 390 
thing. I personally feel that’s valid to waive. 391 
 392 
The PB agreed. 393 
 394 
§4.1.9 (no soil erosion & sedimentation plan provided) 395 
 396 
Ms. Brain said, again, they are not doing anything to the land. They are just utilizing the 397 
land so I think that’s appropriate to waive. 398 
 399 
The PB agreed. 400 
 401 
§4.1.10 (no high intensity soil report) 402 
 403 
Ms. Braun said that, for the same reason, they are not doing anything. 404 
 405 
§4.1.11 (no locations of culverts and drains provided) 406 
 407 
The PB agreed that this was appropriate to waive for the previously stated reasons. 408 
 409 
§4.1.13 (no sewer system plan provided) 410 
 411 
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The PB agreed that this was appropriate to waive because they are not proposing a sewer 412 
system. 413 
 414 
§4.1.14 ( no septic system plan provided) 415 
 416 
Ms. Bennett said that you are not proposing to install a septic system but you are 417 
providing sanitary waste disposal for the children. This is a question more appropriate to 418 
our local plumbing inspector about the efficacy of what you’re providing. I don’t know if 419 
you have had that conversation with our CEO. 420 
 421 
Ms. Labbe said that we have not. 422 
 423 
Ms. Bennett asked if you have had this conversation with the DHHS. 424 
 425 
Ms. Labbe said yes. They are very aware that we will have to apply for a waiver for that, 426 
as well. 427 
 428 
Ms. Bennett said that I think with that information, because the DHHS is the one that 429 
does the permitting for the septic system, then we could waive this subject to the DHHS 430 
granting you a waiver for having indoor toileting facilities. 431 
 432 
The PB agreed that Ms. Bennett’s suggestion was appropriate. 433 
 434 
§4.1.16 (no construction drawings provided) 435 
 436 
The PB agreed that this was appropriate to waive for the previously stated reasons. 437 
 438 
Ms. Braun said that the Chair will accept a motion if the PB is ready. 439 
 440 
Mr. Latter moved, second by Ms. O’Connor, that the Planning Board accept the 441 
waivers presented for PB23-4 2077 State Road, Raitt Farm Museum Site Plan 442 
Review for ‘Day Nursery’, as amended. The amendments being §4.1.2 in that they 443 
did provide a survey plan and that a north arrow be added to the submitted plan 444 
and §4.1.14, which is contingent on approval of the waiver by the Department of 445 
Health and Human Services and approval of the Code Enforcement Officer.    446 
 447 

VOTE 448 
5-0 449 
Motion approved 450 

 451 
Ms. Braun asked if we have any more questions because I know there are folks here who 452 
want to speak. 453 
 454 
There were none. 455 
 456 
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Mr. (Augusta) Manchester, here visiting her parents, Valerie Romoser and John 457 
Manchester, who have about the largest border of property against the Raitt Farm in area. 458 
I’d like to speak clearly, first, that we are very supportive of the idea of a forest school 459 
nursery. I think it’s absolutely fabulous. It’s a wonderful use of land for conservation. It 460 
also provides a great opportunity for neuro-divergent students and for students who can’t 461 
necessarily learn well in a typical classroom environment. We are certain that the 462 
children involved in the program are getting useful skills and confidence as well as 463 
appreciation of nature and care for the earth. However, we have a little concern regarding 464 
the plan of this daycare. To our surprise, we found that it has been operating since 465 
October 2022. However, we did not become aware of its existence until April 29th when 466 
we received a certified letter regarding the application and site visit on May 13th last 467 
week. So, we’re chiefly concerned with potential liability to which this outdoor daycare 468 
exposes us because we apparently have the largest border to the property in question. Our 469 
first question is what is the actual proposed border of land usage for this daycare. The 470 
map in the application shows the setback line (leased area) and it ranges from about 30’ 471 
to 90’ in different areas. However, during the site walk, it was indicated that the children 472 
were going almost to the edge of the border right up to the fence line. There is a small 473 
river that runs directly on our property and also right up to the Raitt Farm property, so, 474 
we want some clarification with that exactly. Just how far is the daycare moving. I know 475 
you can’t obviously necessarily be super clear about where you are all the time. We have 476 
also found two “pond viewer” bottles on our property recently. Whether or not the 477 
children were actually infringing on our property is unclear but the bottles were found 478 
across the border on our side, which is just something to note. We’re just wondering 479 
about any kind of guarantee or assurance that the children aren’t going to go on our land 480 
in the future. And we also have a question about liability. We assume that when you send 481 
your child to an outdoor daycare, there is some kind of waiver you are signing, that the 482 
parents are apprised of all risks associated with being in the woods and weather all day, 483 
including poison ivy, ticks, cold and heat exposure, waterborne illnesses, injuries, and 484 
everything else. As some of you are aware, our family owns bees. The bees fly around in 485 
a two-mile radius and we also own a dog; that we like to let the dog run around our 486 
property. Since our borders are so close, it’s not always a guarantee you can control 487 
exactly where the dog is going or exactly where the kids are going to go; that there is a 488 
potential risk with that. We were wondering if the waivers these parents are signing could 489 
be extended to what happens if the kids go off the leased land. What happens if they 490 
accidently pass the border into other people’s land. You can’t always tell kids exactly 491 
where to stay. We currently have plans to post along our property line with staked signs 492 
and smaller blaze flags so that the children can have a better idea of exactly where the 493 
border is just so there is a very clear, distinct line of where school is and where it’s not. 494 
We are hesitant to erect a fence because it interferes with wildlife movement in the area 495 
and there is also a fence on the Raitt side. You may have seen that, the barbed wire fence. 496 
We’re also considering mounting trail cameras, as well, and will notify the daycare of 497 
any unusual activities. Aside from children wandering on to our land, we have also on 498 
occasion had to remove people from our woods who are out trespassing, walking their 499 
dogs and trying to hunt or fish. We have ‘no trespassing’ and no hunting’ signs posted all 500 
along the edge of the property but, sometimes, people will violate those. Our final 501 
concern is that the woods in this general area are quite wet. You might have seen the 502 
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pond. There are a lot of little streams around there. A lot of the water in that area does 503 
drain into the pond. So, in the April 18th minutes it was mentioned that there was a port-a-504 
potty for staff and little potties for the children that are dumped at the end of the night. 505 
The question we have is exactly where is that dumping occurring. Is it occurring at the 506 
edge of the woods or is it occurring directly in the port-a-potties so it is contained. 507 
Obviously, if it’s dumped in the woods, there is an issue of run-off and contamination. 508 
So, just to conclude, we emphasize that we are supportive of these education efforts and 509 
that our concern, aside from the obvious question of safety, which I know is your top 510 
priority, is in our freedom from liability. 511 
 512 
Ms. (Valerie) Romoser, Worster Road, said that she did that for me because I didn’t 513 
know If I was going to get out of work on time. The main thing that I think she stated was 514 
that I’m not opposed to kids walking around my property, necessarily, I’m worried about 515 
liability. So, if a kid falls and splits their lip open on my side of the line, what is that risk 516 
for me. The bees are, as far as the attractive nuisance situation goes, they are fenced in 517 
with an electric fence that is four feet high and meshed. It was intended for bear repellant 518 
purposes but it would probably keep a four-year-old away. Direct contact with the bees 519 
I’m not really worried about. This is an interesting question I had never considered 520 
before. I mean, there are properties all around the Elementary School and I have no idea 521 
what kind of laws apply to those people and whether they have to take out extra 522 
insurance, or what, but that’s kind of the level of concern. And, there’s a lot of water, 523 
drownings and all that, and it's kind of scary to think about those kinds of things. So, 524 
that’s just the concern that we have, the liability piece. The last piece she mentioned with 525 
the port-a-potties I think you’ve already addressed potentially with DHHS so that’s kind 526 
of secondary. But all of that drains into a pond that we own along Worster Road and that 527 
eventually dumps into the Piscataqua. I have no idea, and I’m not a lawyer. I’ve done a 528 
little bit of investigating into some of what rules would apply. I understand this attractive 529 
nuisance thing and where the legal boundary is. The other thing is that Ms. Labbe and I 530 
have had email conversations about that we found the little pond viewers, super-cute little 531 
things they put in the water to look at the frogs, and stuff, and they were on our side. It 532 
was all circumstantial evidence because I didn’t see you guys there. I just saw the stuff 533 
and that’s not a big deal. I don’t particularly like garbage in the words but I’ll clean it up. 534 
The point being is that they were on our thing so, if something happened, there could be a 535 
concern for us. That’s all. 536 
 537 
Ms. Braun asked if Ms. Labbe would like to respond to the comments. 538 
 539 
Ms. Labbe said, first and foremost, the waste goes in the port-a-potty or in the dumpster 540 
because we do have kids in diapers; that it’s not being dumped in the water, near the 541 
water, or outside at all. We make sure it’s disposed of appropriately. Per ‘leave no trace’, 542 
we carry everything in and out with us. Additionally, our families do sign quite a hefty 543 
liability waiver upon entrance into our program and our liability insurance would cover in 544 
the case of an incident anywhere that we are. We have what is called ‘field trip liability’ 545 
waivers so it goes with us wherever the program is. So, the coverage would extend if, for 546 
whatever reason, the children were on the other side of the fence line. Additionally, with 547 
the pond viewers, we found the milk jugs out there on the property line. They weren’t 548 
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something we brought out there. We don’t usually take things out that far. There were 549 
several of them and the ones that were on the Raitt side of the fence we took back and 550 
disposed of them. But we didn’t cross the border onto your property to grab the other 551 
ones. We didn’t want to do that so there were quite a few milk jugs that were left out 552 
there, at some point, and we took back what we could on our end. Did that cover all the 553 
issues. 554 
 555 
Ms. Romoser said that the other thing is that I try to control but I can’t. There are people 556 
walking on my property, quite frankly, and they come out there. I don’t know who they 557 
are and attempt to remove them. That’s not necessarily your direct problem except it 558 
could be. 559 
 560 
Ms. Labbe said that it could be, yes. 561 
 562 
Ms. Romoser said that that person would be guilty of trespassing, amongst other things. 563 
 564 
Ms. Braun said that that doesn’t have any bearing on this application. 565 
 566 
Ms. Labbe asked if that covered everything asked. 567 
 568 
Ms. Romoser said that I think so. 569 
 570 
Ms. Braun asked if anyone else had any questions for Ms. Labbe. 571 
 572 
Mr. Latter said that I’m knocking my head around this and the way that I understood it; 573 
that I apologize for not being at the site walk but I’ve been by your property a bunch of 574 
times; that that’s my running and bike path. I’m looking at this as a daycare/nursery and 575 
we’re just removing the building. So, what will we require for a daycare/nursery if the 576 
building was there and this was their recess yard or their outdoor space. Are there 577 
requirements for fences, security. I can’t envision another young child facility that 578 
doesn’t have some kind of containment. 579 
 580 
Ms. Labbe said that there are many and quite a few of them are right here in Eliot, 581 
including the Waldorf School. They do not have a fence around their property. There are 582 
other forest schools in the area that do similar things. We are the first fully outdoor 583 
program, for sure. And there is a fence and it goes almost all the way around. 584 
 585 
Mr. Latter said that I’m just trying to take the input from the abutters and just trying to 586 
understand what are the issues. I’m glad I’m not on the State agency granting a waiver 587 
for this. I think it’s a great idea. It’s just do I want to be the person responsible for 588 
making the decision to say “Go”. I’m risk averse so I’m just trying to think this through. 589 
 590 
Mr. Leathe asked if Ms. Labbe could share her insurance coverage with the abutters and I 591 
guess the families, as well, so that everyone knows exactly what coverage you do have so 592 
they can compare it with their own policies. 593 
 594 
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Ms. Labbe said that I would be happy to do so. 595 
 596 
Ms. Braun asked the PB what they would like to do with this application. 597 
 598 
Another person asked to be able to speak to this application. 599 
 600 
Ms. Braun invited her to speak. 601 
 602 
Ms. (Katie) Young said that I live in Kittery on Hunter Avenue. I’m the mom of Ellie 603 
who goes to the Nest School. She’s been there since she was 2½ and is 4½ now. We love 604 
this school. My job is to make TV content for children so, for me, that offsets my 605 
conscience to have children outside all day. Makes me feel good for all of the Paw Patrol 606 
out there. We feel very safe that Ellie is there. We love that it’s a haven from the outside 607 
world and that not a lot of people know about it. With all the shootings and stuff it’s 608 
really nice to know that not many people know that it’s there, so that makes me feel extra 609 
safe. My daughters love to explore dirt and come home with scrapped knees and dirty 610 
hair. I’ve known Ms. Labbe since I think before the pandemic. Again, we’ve always felt 611 
safe that everybody is there. We are very thankful of the Raitt Farm for allowing the kids 612 
to have fun there. Everything always seems to be very clean and orderly and when we get 613 
there, they are clean as much as one can be playing in the dirt outside. Ellen really loves 614 
it. We are in favor of it and, of course, we want to make sure that there’s no liability. I 615 
would totally understand if I had a house near a school and worrying about kids 616 
wandering over there. Four-year-olds have a mind of their own. I don’t want any of that 617 
to happen. Ms. Labbe is very concerned and will be on top of it. With all the 618 
communication she has had with us, she emails the parents every week on updates of 619 
everything that’s going on. I’m sure she will provide those to the Town and the 620 
neighbors. 621 
 622 
Mr. (Tom) Raitt said that I am the fourth generation on the Farm. When Ms. Labbe 623 
approached us about having the school there, one of the first things e did is walk the 624 
property line with her. It’s clearly marked where the property line is. I’ve worked hard 625 
since I was ten years old on that farm to maintain the fence line around that property. It 626 
has taken a beating this winter; that some of it is down. We’ve done that because I’m a 627 
firm believer that, if you lose your property line, you’re looking at surveying costs and 628 
everything else. I’ve maintained that fence line just to maintain the property line. Getting 629 
to the school, that was something that we took them around from Day 1 and told them 630 
that no one is to cross that. We have it clearly posted. It’s legally posted. If you are going 631 
to post your property, and you’re worried about people coming onto it, you need to post it 632 
properly. There’s a decorum on how to post your property and ours is posted properly. I 633 
can say for a fact that I’ve seen people walk onto your property from my shop during the 634 
day. Trespass on it then go down back, you know, teenage kids. I don’t know what 635 
they’re doing. It’s none of my business. If it was on my property, I’d say something. If 636 
there is trash on your property, it’s probably been put there by someone else, not these 637 
kids. I just wanted to clarify that. We maintain the property line, and it’s been shown to 638 
these folks, and they’re doing a good thing. 639 
 640 
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Ms. Braun asked if we are ready to go for completeness with this application. Is there 641 
anything else we need. 642 
 643 
Mr. Latter said that I think the concerns that I have, if I was in a different position, I 644 
might address them differently. But I’m just trying to decide if this fits in where they are 645 
proposing. A bunch of my other questions are still my questions but they don’t pertain to 646 
the decision I have to make. 647 
 648 
The PB agreed they were ready for completeness. 649 
 650 
Ms. Braun said that, in that case, the Chair will accept a motion. 651 
 652 
Ms. Bennett moved, second by Mr. Latter, that the Planning Board find that PB23-4 653 
of the application for a day nursery at the Raitt Homestead Farm Museum 654 
complete. 655 

VOTE 656 
5-0 657 
Motion approved 658 

 659 
The Public Hearing will be June 6, 2023. 660 
 661 

ITEM 10 – OTHER BUSINESS/CORRESPONDENCE  662 
 663 
A. Updates, if available: Ordinance Subcommittee, Comprehensive Plan, Town 664 

Planner, Board Discussion of By-laws. 665 
 666 
Ms. Braun said that we have a minor change to be made to the by-laws. The reason is that 667 
we were always led to believe that terms expire with the election that happens in the 668 
middle of June when, in fact, that is not accurate information. Terms expire on the 30th of 669 
June and the SB doesn’t take up any re-appointments or new appointments until their July 670 
meeting. Our by-laws stated June so, in order to be in step with the SB we’ve made a 671 
request that we say that our terms end with the Town’s fiscal year, which is the 30th. 672 
Then, nominations for officers would be after the SB has their meeting in July. In this 673 
case, because we are on hiatus in July, the nominations would be at the last meeting in 674 
July, the 25th of July. My goal tonight, if we agree on these and vote on these, is to 675 
present them to the SB at their next meeting. Has everyone read this and agree to the 676 
minor changes we made. 677 
 678 
Mr. Latter asked if we could make another minor change. It occurred to me tonight that, 679 
when you recuse yourself from an issue, we have an alternate. Can we appoint the 680 
alternate to serve for that issue without appointing that member for the whole meeting. 681 
 682 
Ms. Braun said that that would be a Mr. Brubaker question. 683 
 684 
Mr. Latter added that it says you can appoint an alternate for the meeting but it doesn’t 685 
prohibit it. 686 
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 687 
Mr. Brubaker said that, unless there is something else I’m missing, it looks like under 3e 688 
that that gives authority to the PB to have an alternate step in and vote on that item that 689 
somebody else has recused from. 690 
 691 
Ms. Braun said that I could say that Mr. Shiner is appointed as a voting member for this 692 
particular application. 693 
 694 
There was general agreement that she could. 695 
 696 
Mr. Latter said that the point of having an alternate is to make sure that whoever has 697 
business before the PB has a full representation of people to help deliberate the issue. 698 
 699 
Mr. Shiner said that it didn’t say ‘meeting’, it just says ‘sit for a member’. It’s a member 700 
for just for a decision. 701 
 702 
It was agreed that the language didn’t need to be changed in order to accomplish this, as 703 
the PB understands the interpretation of this section. 704 
 705 
Mr. Leathe said that, as an example, if we have someone on the PB whose term is 706 
expiring, now June 30, and they want to come back and serve again but technically they 707 
are not allowed to do that until the SB appoints them, which may not be until the end of 708 
July. So, that member is not involved for that month. One of the things I mentioned to the 709 
Town Manager is that the SB should be encouraged to meet sooner in order to avoid that 710 
occurring. For all committees, not just this committee. I think it’s a problem in these by-711 
laws, a problem with the SB, and I think it needs to be addressed. 712 
 713 
Mr. Latter said that it shouldn’t be a big deal to have an organizational meeting. The SB 714 
is sworn in at some point after Election Day. Are they sworn in at that next meeting or 715 
are they sworn in by the Clerk prior to. 716 
 717 
Ms. Lemire said that, as soon as they are elected, they are supposed to come before Ms. 718 
Rawski to be sworn in. 719 
 720 
Mr. Latter said that, if they meet in June after the election, they should be able to appoint 721 
people, as needed. You don’t have to wait until someone’s term expires to appoint them 722 
to the following term. 723 
 724 
Ms. Bennett said that my conversation with the Town Manager around this and, perhaps, 725 
the logic behind this is that they wait for the term to expire to allow the opportunity for 726 
anyone from the public to apply for that now open seat; that there is a sort of democratic 727 
principle involved, here. 728 
 729 
Mr. Leathe said that I think that’s true but it’s also true that a lot of these open seats are 730 
known, they’re public; that they are published that a term is ending on June 30. It’s 731 
obvious that the term is over and, if somebody is interested, they can go to the website to 732 
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see what terms are over and make an application for a position they are interested in. The 733 
fact that you can’t, even though it’s acknowledge that there’s going to be an opening, you 734 
aren’t allowed in this Town to submit an application for that opening until after that term 735 
is over, which I think is crazy. 736 
 737 
Ms. Bennett said that I think you can submit an application but they won’t act on it. 738 
 739 
Mr. Leathe said that it leaves this one-month conundrum and makes no sense to me 740 
whatsoever. The reality is that the process is flawed and I’m not signing up for a change 741 
in this until it’s fixed. What I recommended to the Town Manager was that the SB should 742 
meet the next morning after the election and make these appointments. That that would 743 
just be a standard procedure year after year. 744 
 745 
Mr. Latter suggested staggering the expiration date, such as July 30 or August 30. 746 
 747 
Mr. Leathe said that this has to be dealt with. This is proposal is a band-aid but it’s not a 748 
solution. 749 
 750 
Ms. Bennett said that, unfortunately, I think it’s the Charter that gives them a lot of 751 
latitude. The Charter says, under SB duties, appointments “The SB shall, by majority 752 
vote, at no later than their third regular meeting following the Annual Town Meeting, 753 
review, appoint, renew, or re-appoint all necessary Town officials as provided by general 754 
statute, this Charter, and Town ordinances.” 755 
 756 
Ms. O’Connor said that, with that, they could wait six weeks, not just the one month. It 757 
could be August because they didn’t have a quorum or people were on vacation. 758 
 759 
Ms. Bennett said that changing the Charter is an enormous lift. I agree that it needs to be 760 
fixed and the Town Manager is the one person who could influence SB behavior at this 761 
time, as far as how they implement. 762 
 763 
Mr. Leathe said that the broader point, too, is that if Charters are not kept up-to-date, 764 
become out-of-date. And our Charter, in numerous areas, is out-of-date. 765 
 766 
Mr. Latter asked if there was a mechanism for minor reviews of the Charter without re-767 
creating a Charter Commission. 768 
 769 
Mr. Brubaker said that the Charter does speak to how to amend itself. There is a two-770 
tiered system for minor amendments and major amendments. Don’t quote me but I 771 
believe the Charter says that, for minor amendments, you don’t need a Charter 772 
Commission. I think it’s just by Town vote. 773 
 774 
Mr. Latter said that that would be the solution, to define the terms of the appointed boards 775 
so that they are staggered enough so that you’re not in a position that you don’t have 776 
members because you’re waiting. If they want to wait, fine. I’m not trying to tell them 777 
what to do. I’m just trying to say move our terms so that there is no gap. 778 
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 779 
Ms. Bennett said that we could keep our terms at the fiscal year if the SB would commit 780 
to taking up this business at their second meeting in June and not giving them the ‘no 781 
later than the third meeting after the Town Meeting’. That literally is the end of July. 782 
 783 
Mr. Leathe said that this really is a simple fix. I would take this up soon with the SB. 784 
They can fix this easily. They can meet that week, take care of these appointments, and 785 
be done. This is not a huge lift. They could have a special meeting and do this. 786 
 787 
Ms. Bennett said, to be very frank, my application for re-appointment has been at Town 788 
Hall since February. 789 
 790 
Mr. Leathe said that that’s my opinion, Madam Chair. I’m not in favor of making this 791 
change until we have more dialogue on the problem. 792 
 793 
Ms. Bennett asked if we should send another memo to the SB. 794 
 795 
Ms. O’Connor asked where did we land on that first one. 796 
 797 
Ms. Braun said that, with my discussions with the Town Manager, the one about the joint 798 
workshop, he said that we could go to any SB meeting we wish and have a discussion. 799 
So, there’s not necessarily going to be a separate meeting with just us. Rather than take a 800 
chance that they are not going to accept the idea of meeting right after the elections and 801 
doing the term renewal. 802 
 803 
Ms. Bennett said that they have a regularly-scheduled meeting. They are scheduled for 804 
the 22nd of June. Our meeting is scheduled for June 20th. 805 
 806 
Mr. Latter said that, if they don’t meet until the 22nd, your term will expire on the 1st. This 807 
isn’t something we can change on our own, or is it. 808 
 809 
Ms. Braun said no. They have to approve this. That’s why I wanted to do it tonight and 810 
present it to them at their next meeting, to cover ourselves in case they stick to what their 811 
current schedule is. 812 
 813 
Mr. Latter said that I appreciate Mr. Leathe’s position on this but, in the interest of 814 
having Ms. Bennett in our second June meeting. 815 
 816 
Ms. O’Connor said that, if we do nothing and it stays so that the full term expires at the 817 
Town Meeting, that means that Ms. Bennett will not be at our meeting and/or anybody 818 
who is in that position. 819 
 820 
Ms. Braun agreed, saying that I’m trying to cover that gap. That’s the reason for this, to 821 
cover the gap. This is just a temporary band-aid but it’s a band-aid that’s going to cover 822 
us. It’s up to the PB, whatever the PB would like to do with this. Whether you want to 823 
move forward or whether you want to table it. 824 
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 825 
Mr. Leathe said that the SB could also name Ms. Bennett an alternate at the next meeting. 826 
 827 
Ms. Bennett agreed; that the alternate is an open position. I could sit in that. 828 
 829 
Ms. Braun said that we still have to correct the dates in the by-laws. We can’t let it stands 830 
that the term ends with the election. That language has to be changed. 831 
 832 
Ms. Bennett agreed with Ms. Braun. We need to clean up what we can clean up and these 833 
are relatively minor changes to the by-laws. Especially the fiscal year, that the terms go 834 
with the fiscal year just makes logical sense. Then we deliver this to the SB as they need 835 
to be approving this change to our by-laws, along with my application for an alternate 836 
position so that I can stay on the PB through the month of July. They can then hopefully 837 
see the folly in not adhering to a process; that they have this latitude but they can actually 838 
put forward a procedure that says on the first meeting after Town Meeting we make 839 
appointments. 840 
 841 
Ms. Braun said that, in light of that, do we want to go forward with approving these 842 
minor changes to the dates. 843 
 844 
Mr. Latter moved, second by Ms. O’Connor, that the Planning Board amend our 845 
by-laws, §2-5, striking “at Town Meeting” and adding “at the end of the Town’s 846 
fiscal year (June 30th)” and §4 b) 1) , striking “after the annual Town meeting and 847 
the election shall follow immediately after.” and inserting “after the Select Board 848 
has appointed members to positions with terms starting in the new fiscal year 849 
starting July 1st.” 850 
 851 

VOTE 852 
4-1 (Mr. Leathe voted no) 853 
Motion approved 854 

 855 
Ms. Braun asked Mr. Brubaker to prepare this formally and give it to the Town Manager 856 
for approval by the SB at their next possible meeting. 857 
 858 
Mr. Brubaker said yes. 859 
 860 
Ms. Bennett asked, if we have one more moment, do we want to propose changes to the 861 
Charter for the November ballot. Just a minor revision to the Charter that, within “at no 862 
later than their third regular meeting following the Annual Town Meeting, review, 863 
appoint, renew, or re-appoint all necessary Town officials” strikes out “at no later than 864 
their third meeting” and, in fact, inserts “at their first regular meeting”. 865 
 866 
Mr. Brubaker said, to clarify, it’s addressed in 9.7 of the Charter: “Amendments are 867 
corrections of details to better accomplish the Charter’s purpose with no fundamental 868 
change. Amendments do not require the establishment of a “Charter Commission.” A 869 
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public hearing would be held 30 days prior to voting on amendments. So, certainly the 870 
PB could propose that that process be placed in order to amend. 871 
 872 
Ms. Bennett added that you can do it by petition. 873 
 874 
Updates: 875 
 876 
Ms. Braun asked Mr. Brubaker if he had anything for us before I adjourn the meeting. 877 
 878 
Mr. Brubaker said that the Conservation Commission did get a small grant to update an 879 
open space plan. The Climate Resilience Partnership grant has just opened up and we 880 
were planning to apply for that. We are looking at a public information session on 881 
Monday, June 26 from 6PM to 8PM to present the initial conceptual plans for walking 882 
and bicycling improvements on State and Beech Roads. I would remind folks, if they 883 
haven’t already, to take a look at the new Town Hall proposal. Finally, we have gotten 884 
some questions from the community on how to find out more on the water and sewer 885 
project, which is under construction right now, and there’s a lot of information that’s 886 
being added to the website, a link that’s being added to the website. 887 
 888 

ITEM 11 – SET AGENDA AND DATE FOR NEXT MEETING 889 
 890 
Administrative work 891 
 892 
2 application public hearings 893 
 894 
 895 

The next regular Planning Board Meeting is scheduled for June 6, 2023 at 7PM. 896 
 897 

ITEM 13 – ADJOURN 898 
 899 
The meeting adjourned at 8:03 PM. 900 
 901 
 902 
 903 

________________________________ 904 
Christine Bennett, Secretary 905 

Date approved: ___________________ 906 
 907 
 908 

Respectfully submitted, 909 
 910 
Ellen Lemire, Recording Secretary 911 
 912 
 913 
 914 
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